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FOREWORD
The definitions herein were developed primarily to assist 
those having little prior knowledge of valves and to promote 
understanding of the special language common to the 
valve industry.

The terms and their definitions given herein represent terminology 
mainly relating to valves and actuators.

This publication has been conceived to provide a service to 
HIT VALVE customers by presenting information based on 
many years of experience. Further, the purpose is to encourage 
uniformity and accuracy in the use of technical terms. This 
terminology handbook is not exhaustive; the absence of any 
particular term from this collection does not necessarily imply 
that its use is discouraged.

The information herein contained is offered as a guide. Those 
who use these information are reminded of the limitations of 
such a publication and that there is no substitute for qualified 
engineering knowledge and experience.

When in doubt as to the proper application of any definition, the 
user is advised to contact a HIT VALVE’s representative. HIT VALVE 
has highly trained people who can provide qualified answers.

Published by HIT VALVE S.p.A.
Printed in Italy
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SECTION 1 : VALVE TERMS & DEFINITIONS

ABRASIVE WEAR

Wear due to hard particles or hard protuberances forced 
against and moving along a solid surface.

ACCELERATED LIFE TEST

A test method designed to force products to fail more quickly 
than they would under normal use conditions. Accelerated life 
testing involves acceleration of failures with the single purpose 
of quantification of the life characteristics of a product at normal 
use conditions.

ACCELERATOR

Chemical which speeds the vulcanization of an elastomer, so 
that it takes place in a shorter time or at a lower temperature. 
Picking up where an activator leaves off, an accelerator is often 
used in conjunction with a catalyst, hardener or curing agent.

ACME THREAD

Screw thread profile used in translational applications such as 
those involving large loads transmission. It was developed as a 
compromise to offer better strength than a 60 degree V-form 
thread while overcoming the problems with manufacturability of 
the square thread form. It uses a 29 degree thread angle with 
flat apex and valley.

ADAPTER SPOOL

An extension which is added to a short end-to-end valve 
to conform to either standard or customized end-to-end 
dimensions. Also termed Spool Piece.

ADDITIVE

A substance added in small amounts to an elastomeric 
compound to improve, strengthen or alter its properties. For 
example, a reinforcing agent to improve strength or a plasticizer 
to aid flexibility and processability.
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AED (Anti Explosive Decompression)

See Explosive Decompression.

AGA (American Gas Association)

A trade association which represents local energy utility 
companies that deliver natural gas throughout the United States.
www.aga.org

AGING

Change in rubber characteristics over time brought about by 
environmental factors such as heat and light. Accelerated aging 
of plastic materials is covered by ISO 188 and by ASTM D573.

AISI (American Iron and Steel Institute)

An association of steel producers which sets standards for the 
chemical and physical properties of steel and iron in various 
shapes and forms - pipe, tubing, sheet, strip and wire.
www.steel.org

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

The prevailing temperature of the environment immediately 
surrounding a system.

AMINE

An organic compound that contains nitrogen as the key atom. 
Amines are basic compounds with strong odor. They are used 
as curing agent for fluoroelastomers; also a film-forming inhibitor 
used to prevent corrosion in oil-field tubular goods.

ANCHOR PIN

A pin fitted onto the body of quarter turn valves. This pin 
aligns the adapter plate and restrains the plate and gear 
operator from moving while the valve is being operated. Also 
termed Dowel Pin.
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ANGLE VALVE

A variation of the globe valve, in which the end connections are 
at right angles to each other rather than being in line.

ANSI (American National Standards Institute)

The principal standards writing organization in the United States 
which oversees the creation, promulgation and use of norms and 
guidelines that directly impact businesses in nearly every sector.
www.ansi.org

ANSI rating class

Numerical pressure design class defined in ASME B16.5 and 
used for reference purposes. The ANSI rating class is designated 
by the word “Class” followed by a number.

ANTI-EXTRUSION RING

Relatively hard, high modulus ring (or similar device) placed in the 
gland between the seal and the groove side walls to prevent extrusion 
of the seal into the clearance gap. Also termed Back-up Ring.

API (American Petroleum Institute)

The main United States oil and natural gas industry trade 
association. Among the other programs, it has some standards 
and recommendation practices writing development functions 
for the petroleum and petrochemical industry.
www.api.org
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API 6D / ISO 14313

An API / ISO specification dealing with pipeline valves. Most 
pipeline valves are manufactured to this specification and can 
be identified with the API 6D monogram.

Over the years, many standards have been incorporated into 
the state and federal regulations; more recently mutual adoption 
of a number of standards occurred with the International 
Organization for Standardization (ISO).

API 6FA / ISO 10497

A fire test for valves in accordance to the American Petroleum 
Institute’s (API) test specification.

ASME (American Society of Mechanical Engineers)

A not-for-profit professional organization focused on technical, 
educational and research issues of the engineering and technology 
community. It publishes many technical books, papers, codes and 
standards. Of principal interest is the ASME Boiler and Pressure 
Vessel Code, which is referred for many aspects of valve design 
and fabrication, although not for the valves themselves.
www.asme.org

ASTM International

A voluntary standards development organization originally known 
as American Society for Testing and Materials. It is a not-for-
profit organization that provides a forum for the development 
and publication of consensus standards for materials, products, 
systems and services. Valves of most manufacturers are made 
of materials which comply with ASTM standards.
www.astm.org

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE

The force per unit area exerted against a surface by the weight 
of the air above that surface. At seal level the weight of the air 
corresponds to 14.7 psia, i.e. 1.013 bara.

AWS (American Welding Society)

A non-profit organization which sets guidelines and standards 
for welding and related joining technologies.
www.aws.org
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AXIAL SEAL

A seal that seals on a plane perpendicular to its axis instead 
of on its outside diameter (OD) or inside diameter (ID). 
Also termed Face Seal.

BACKSEAT

A shoulder on the stem of a gate valve which seals against a 
mating surface inside the bonnet to permit replacement, under 
pressure of stem seals or packing.

BALL

The spherical closure element (obturator) of a ball valve.

BALL VALVE

A valve which has a ball shaped component inside the body of 
the valve. The ball valve is rotated through to 90° (quarter turn) 
to open or close the valve. It is used to isolate or control the 
flow of oil or gas.

BAR

A metric unit of pressure. It is not a SI unit, but it is accepted 
for use with the SI. 1 bar = 14.504 psi = 0.1 MPa.

BBL

An abbreviation for “barrel”. It is the name of several units of 
volume. One barrel of oil equals 42 US gallons, i.e. 158.99 liters 
or 34.97 UK gallons.

Side-Entry Ball Valve
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BDV (Blow Down Valve)

A small ball valve that is installed on the aboveground end of an 
extended drain line. This valve also serves to vent body cavity 
pressure in the ‘’block and bleed” mode. See also Block and 
Bleed and Extended BDV.

BELLEVILLE SPRING

A conical shaped disc spring called after its inventor Julian 
Belleville who patented the product in 1867. It is used in some 
valves to push the seats against the closure element. Also 
termed Belleville Washer.

BENDING MOMENT

The mechanical load produced by a force applied to a part at 
right angles to its surface or axis. Its magnitude is the product 
of the force times the perpendicular distance to the point 
of restraint.
Usually expressed in N∙m (SI unit) or pound∙feet.

BEVEL

An edge of a structure that is not perpendicular to the two 
adjacent surfaces. It is used to term weld end preparation. See 
End Bevel.

Ball Valve With
Drain Line Extension

BDV

Extension
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BGO (Bevel Gear Operated)

The actuation of a valve by means of a set a gear where the 
axes of the two shafts intersect and the tooth-bearing faces 
of the gears are conically shaped. The reduction ratio of this 
gear determines the torque ratio achieved. Mostly used on gate 
valves.

BI-DIRECTIONAL VALVE

Valve designed for blocking the fluid and can be installed 
with either of the flange ends in the upstream or downstream 
direction.

BLEED VALVE

Connected to the valve body cavity used to release or bleed 
the fluid or gas.

BLIND FLANGE

Flange with no center bore, used to close off completely a 
flanged end or outlet connection.

BLISTER

Raised area on the surface of a molded product caused by the 
pressure of internal gases. See Explosive Decompression.

BLOCK AND BLEED

The capability of obtaining a seal across the upstream seat of 
a valve when the body pressure is bled off to atmosphere 
through blow down valve or vent port. See Double Block 
and Bleed Valve.
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BODY

The principal pressure containing part of a valve, in which the 
closure element and the seats are located.

BOLT

A fastener comprised of a screw and a nut.

BOLT CIRCLE

The circle on which bolt holes are located.

BOLTED BONNET

The top part of a valve joined to the body which guides the 
stem and adapts to extensions or operators.

BOLTED CONSTRUCTION

Describes a valve construction in which the pressure shell 
elements are bolted together and thus can be taken apart and 
repaired in the field.

Valve Body

Valve Closure

Boltings

Bonnet

Gate Valve
Ball Valve

Valve Body
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BOLTING SETS

Bolts or studs and nuts are sometimes supplied with flanged 
valves to install the valve between line flanges.

BORE or PORT

The inside diameter of the smallest opening through a valve. The 
diameter of the hole in the ball of a ball valve; the diameter of the 
hole in the gate of a gate valve; the inside diameter of seat rings.

BREAKAWAY THRUST, BREAKAWAY TORQUE

Thrust or torque required for moving a valve from the fully 
closed position and under a pressure differential.

BRINELL HARDNESS

Brinell hardness is determined by forcing a hard steel or carbide 
sphere of a specified diameter under a specified load into the 
surface of a material and measuring the diameter of the indentation 
left after the test. The Brinell hardness number or simply the Brinell 
number is obtained by dividing the load used in kilograms by the 
actual surface area of the indentation in square millimeters. The 
result is a pressure measurement, but the units are rarely stated.

ASTM E10 is a standard test for determining the Brinell hardness 
of metallic materials. Can be converted to Rockwell B or C 
hardness by reference to conversion tables in ASTM E140.
See Rockwell Hardness Test.

BRITTLENESS

Tendency to crack or snap when subjected to stress or deformation.

BRITTLENESS POINT

Lowest temperature at which rubber materials do not exhibit 
brittle failure when impacted under specified conditions.

BRV (Body Relief Valve)

A relief valve installed on double-seated valves used in liquid 
service to provide for the relief of excess body pressure caused 
by thermal expansion.

BS Standard

It refers to British Standard.
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BUBBLE TIGHT SHUT-OFF

Describes the sealing capability of a valve. During gas pressure 
testing of a valve in the closed position, leakage past the 
seat is collected and bubbled through water. To qualify as 
“bubble tight”, no bubbles should be observed in a prescribed 
time span.

BULK MODULUS

The ratio of the hydrostatic pressure to the volume strain. It 
actually determines how much a material compresses under a 
given amount of external pressure. Expressed in stress units, 
e.g. GPa, ksi, etc. A representative value of the bulk modulus 
for steel is 160 GPa and for water is 2.2 GPa.

BURIED SERVICE

An application in which a valve is installed in lines which are 
buried below ground level.

BURST PRESSURE

That pressure at which rupture of a stressed element or 
pressure-containing vessel takes place. See Tensile Strength.

BUTTERFLY VALVE

A short face-to-face valve which has a movable obturator in the 
center of the flow stream and rotates 90° as the valve opens 
and closes.

BUTTWELD ENDS

The end connection of a valve suitably prepared for buttwelding 
to a connecting piping. Governed by ASME B16.25. See WE 
and End Bevel.
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BY-PASS

A system of pipes and valves permitting the diversion of flow or 
pressure around the main valve.

CAGE

A hollow cylindrical trim element that is a guide to align the 
movement of a valve plug with a seat ring and also retains 
the seat ring in the valve body. Often the walls of the cage 
contain opening which determines the flow characteristics of 
the control valve.

CAPACITY

Rate of flow through a valve under stated conditions.

CAPSCREW

A fastener having a head and whose shank is normally threaded 
throughout its entire length. Not used with a nut, but rather 
engagement is made with a female thread in the piece to be joined.

CASTING

A part made by pouring molten metal into a mold without any 
further forging or rolling.

CAVITATION

The formation and subsequent collapse within a liquid of cavities 
or bubbles that contain vapor or gas or both. Cavitation originates 
from a local decrease in hydrostatic pressure in the liquid, 
produced by motion of the liquid or of a solid boundary. The term 
cavitation should not be used to denote the damage or erosion of 
a solid surface that can be caused by it. This effect of cavitation 
is termed cavitation damage or cavitation erosion.

OPERATOR

GRADE

BYPASS

RISER

EXTENSION

MAINLINE VALVE

BYPASS BALL
VALVE

BURIED VALVE SETTING
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CBV (Control Ball Valve)

An automatic throttling valve controlling flow or pressure in 
a pipeline; comprising a package involving a ball valve, an 
actuator, a positioner and controlling instruments.

CE Marking

The CE marking is a mandatory European marking for certain 
product groups placed on the European Economic Area (EEA) 
to indicate conformity with the essential health and safety 
requirements set out in European Directives. To permit the 
use of a CE mark on a product, proof that the item meets the 
relevant requirements must be documented.

CERTIFYING AUTHORITY (CA)

An independent body appointed by the purchaser to carry out 
a survey of the equipment and/or materials that they are 
buying. It is the responsibility of the supplier to provide the 
C.A. with information, documents, access to works and 
personnel to enable the survey to be carried out.

CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics)

It is a branch of fluid mechanics that uses numerical methods 
and algorithms to analyze and solve problems involving fluid 
flows. The basis of almost all CFD problems are the NAVIER 
STOKES equations.
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Finite element method is the most used. The domain is divided 
into several little volumes in which the conservation equations 
are discretized and solved.

CHAIN WHEEL OPERATED VALVE

An overhead valve operated by a chain drive wheel instead of 
a handwheel.

CHARACTERIZED BALL OR GATE

A ball or gate, the shape of whose port has been altered to 
provide a specific throttling capability. One of the most common 
is the V-Port ball design.

CHARPY IMPACT TEST

A mechanical dynamic test that provides a measure of the 
energy required to break a material under impact loading. The 
test consists essentially of a hammer with a given amount 
of energy striking a notched specimen of fixed dimensions. 
The measured test values may be the energy absorbed, the 
percentage shear fracture, the lateral expansion opposite the 
notch or a combination thereof. It provides a relative measure 
of the toughness of steel or its resistance to shock or impact 
loads. Often required for low temperature applications where 
testing is done at the expected minimum service temperature. 
Test procedure is defined in ASTM A370.

Vee Notch

Test Coupon is shaped like this.

Flow velocity field in a Standard Trim Control valve
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CHECK VALVE

A unidirectional valve which is opened by the fluid flow in one 
direction and which closes automatically when the flow stops or 
reverses direction.

CHECK VALVE CLAPPER DISC

The hinged closure element of a swing check valve.

CHEVRON PACKING

A type of packing used in packing boxes consisting of a nest 
of “V” cross-section rings. Also termed Vee-pack.

CHOKE VALVE

A choke valve is a valve that lifts up and down a solid cylinder 
(called a “plug” or “stem”) which is placed around or inside 
another cylinder which has holes or slots. The design of a 
choke valve means fluids flowing through the cage are coming 
from all sides and that the streams of flow (through the holes 

CHEVRON PACKING

Cover

Hings pin

Seat ring

Disc

Body

Forward flow 

Forward flow
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or slots) collide with each other at the center of the cage 
cylinder, thereby dissipating the energy of the fluid through “flow 
impingement”. The main advantage of choke valves is that they 
can be designed to be totally linear in their flow rate.

CHOKED FLOW

It is a limiting, or maximum, flow condition which either 
incompressible or compressible fluids can reach in passing through 
a control valve. It is evidenced by the failure of increasing pressure 
drop to produce further flow increases. With gas or vapor it occurs 
when flow velocity reaches sonic value in the vena contracta. 
With liquid, choked flow indicates fully developed cavitation. The 
pressure drop over which flow becomes choked is called terminal 
Δp.

CLADDING

A method of coating metals with another metal and where the 
coating becomes an integral part of the base material. This is 
usually done by welding. Also termed Weld Overlay.

CLAMP CONNECTOR

Developed as the high pressure, low weight, leak-free alternative 
to the ANSI flange. The clamp connector does not rely on 
complex bolting to maintain seal integrity, but offers the strength 
of a welded joint. This design is the preferred solution where 
space, weight and joint integrity are critical. Typically of a proprietary 
design, e.g. Destec, Grayloc (Oceaneering International) and Techlok 
(Vector International).
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CLEVIS PIN

A “U” shaped connecting yoke at the end of a stem, between the 
ends of which a gate or other part may be pinned or bolted. It 
allows rotation of the connected parts about the axis of the pin. 

CLOSURE

The ends of a ball valve bolted to the body which usually 
contain the seat rings. Often referred to as part of the body.

CLOSURE ELEMENT

The moving part of a valve, positioned in the flow stream 
which controls flow through the valve. Ball, gate, plug, clapper, 
disc, etc. are specific names for closure elements. Also 
termed Obturator.

COLD FLOW

Increasing deformation of a material under a constant load at 
temperatures within the working range. Also termed Creep.

COMPACT FLANGE

Compact flange was developed by Steel Products Offshore 
A/S, using extensive testing and finite element analysis. This 
design is a smaller and lighter alternative to conventional ANSI 

Scat Ring

Closure

CLEVIS PIN

CLEVIS
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flanges. Has been adopted in Norsok Standard L-005 “Compact 
flanged connections”.

COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR

A thermodynamic property used to modify the ideal gas law 
in order to take into account the real gas behavior. Usually, 
deviation from ideal behavior becomes more significant when 
the gas is closer to a phase change, with very low temperature 
or with very high pressure.

COMPRESSION (COMPRESSIVE) MODULUS

The ratio of the compression stress to the resulting compression 
strain below the proportional limit (expressed as a percentage 
of the original specimen thickness). Defined in ISO 604 and 
ASTM D695.

COMPRESSION MOLDING

Thermoset molding technique in which the uncured rubber 
compound is put in a heated, open mold cavity and the mold is 
closed under pressure (often in a hydraulic press). The material 
flows to completely fill the cavity. Pressure is maintained until 
curing is complete.

COMPRESSION SET

The permanent deformation remaining after release of a 
compressive stress on an elastomeric specimen. Compression 
set is expressed as the percentage of the original deflection. 
Referred to in ISO 815 and ASTM D395.

EXAGGERATED BEVEL ANGLE

IX SealringWeld Neck Flange

Stud Nut

Flange Bore
Stand Off
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CONCENTRIC

Having the same centers.

CONTAMINANT

A particle or material which is foreign to the fluid media.

CONTROL VALVE

A valve that controls a process variable, such as pressure, 
flow or temperature by modulating its opening in response to a 
signal from a controller. See Controller.

CONTROLLER

A device that measures a controlled variable, compares it with 
a predetermined setting and signals the actuator to re-adjust 
the opening of the valve in order to re-establish the original 
control setting.

CORROSION

The change in the properties of a metal by chemical or 
electrochemical reaction with its environment.

CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOY

Nonferrous-based alloy in which any one of the sum of the specific 
amount of the elements titanium, nickel, cobalt, chromium, and 
molybdenum exceeds 50% in weight.

Control

Valve

CONCENTRIC REDUCER
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COULISSE

A type of gate valve using runners or slides as a guiding 
mechanism operating in high temperature applications i.e. +300°C.

CRACKING

A chemical process whereby complex organic molecules such 
as heavy hydrocarbons are broken down into simpler molecules 
by the breaking of carbon-carbon bonds.

CREEP

Increasing deformation of a material under a constant load 
below the yield strength. Also termed Cold Flow.

CREVICE CORROSION

A form of accelerated localized corrosion occurring at locations 
where easy access to the bulk environment is prevented, such 
as mating surfaces of metal assemblies.

CRITICAL FLOW

See Chocked flow.

CRYOGENIC TEMPERATURE

Any temperature below about -196°C.

CRYOGENIC VALVE

A valve capable of functioning at cryogenic temperatures below 
i.e. -196°C commonly used in LNG plants.

CV

The volumetric flow rate of water, in US gallons per minute 
at 15.6°C (60°F) passing through a valve and resulting in a 
pressure drop of 1 psi. See also Flow Coefficient Kv.

CWP (Cold Working Pressure)

See MWP.
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CYCLE

A single complete operation or process returning to the starting 
point. A valve stroked from full open to full closed and back to 
full open has undergone one cycle.

CYCLE TEST

A procedure whereby a product is put through an interval of 
time during which a phenomena is completed. This can be a 
set number of events or it can be a continuous operation until 
something in the product fails.

CYLINDER OPERATOR

A power-piston valve operator which uses either hydraulic or 
pneumatic pressure. A sealed piston converts applied pressure 
into a linear piston rod (stem) motion. See Power Operator.

DEFLASH

Process of removing excess material (flash) from the parting line 
of a molded rubber product.

DELTA-P (ΔP)

See Differential Pressure and Pressure Drop.

DESIGN APPRAISAL

A procedure by which a certifying authority appointed by 
the purchaser, appraises the design parameters of the 
equipment and/or materials he is buying. The supplier shall 

Hydraulic Linear Actuator

Pneumatic Linear Actuator
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submit drawings, calculations and documents as required 
to the certifying authority in conjunction with those normally 
required for review and acceptance by the purchaser. See also 
Certifying Authority (CA).

DESIGN TEMPERATURE

The piping system in which the valve is operating in has a design 
temperature. The valve must be designed to this temperature.

DIAPHRAGM

A round, thin, flexible sealing device secured and sealed around 
its outer edge and sometimes around a central hole in the 
diaphragm with its unsupported area free to move by flexing.

DIAPHRAGM VALVE

Consists of a valve body with two or more ports, a diaphragm 
and a seat upon which the diaphragm closes the valve.

DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE

The difference in pressure across a valve in a pressurized 
line. The difference in pressure between any two points in a 
pressurized system under flowing conditions.

DIP TUBE

Extending the blow-down valve on large gate valves requires a 
tube which is located inside of the valve. This tube is called the 
Dip Tube and extends through the bonnet to the bottom of the 
body cavity.
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DISC

The closure element of a globe angle or small regulator valve. 
The disc also termed plug, moves to and from the seat in a 
direction perpendicular to the seat face. Depends on stem force 
for tight shutoff.

DOUBLE BLOCK AND BLEED VALVE

A valve with two seating surfaces that in the closed position 
provides a seal against pressure from both ends of the valve 
with a mean of venting/bleeding the cavity between the 
seating surfaces.

DOUBLE-ISOLATION AND BLEED VALVE (DIB)

A single valve with two seating surfaces, each of which in the 
closed position provides a seal against pressure from a single 
source, with a means of venting/bleeding the cavity between the 
seating surfaces. This feature can be provided in one direction 
or in both directions.

DOUBLE PISTON EFFECT (DPE)

The sealing principle of ball valves whereby line pressure is used 
on both the upstream and downstream floating seats to effect 
a dead-tight seal simultaneously on both sides of the ball. With 
the DPE seat configuration when the upstream seat leaks, the 
pressure entering into the body cavity acts on the downstream 
seat, which being of the PPE design is then pushed against the 
ball and the valve seals in both directions.

DOWEL PIN

See Anchor Pin and Drive Pins.

DOUBLE PISTON EFECT PRINCIPLE
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DRAIN PLUG

A fitting at the bottom of a valve, the removal of which permits 
draining and flushing the body cavity. The vent plug assembly 
on some ball and gate valves also serves as a drain valve. 
See Vent Plug.

DRIVE PINS

The pins which fit into the bottom of a ball valve stem and 
engage corresponding holes in the ball. As the operator turns 
the stem, the drive pins turn the ball. The drive pins transmit 
the drive torque by shear. The drive pins can be replaced by 
a tang-drive connection integrally machined in the valve stem.

DRIVE TRAIN

All parts of a valve drive between the operator and the obturator, 
including the obturator, but excluding the operator. It shall 
include also the Anchor Pin.

DROP

A drop in set (outlet) pressure of a regulator or control valve 
due to the travel of it’s valve or poppet, as the required flow 
increases from low to maximum. A slight change in the control 
spring length due to the valve travel will result in spring force 
variations, translating into a change of set (outlet) pressure.

DRY BEARING

A sliding bearing consisting of a PTFE (Teflon) and lead powder 
lining bonded to a metal backing. Also termed DU® bearing, 
which is a trademark of GGB.
www.ggbearings.com

DRY LUBE

Dry-film molydisulphide applied as a coating to sliding or 
rotating parts to reduce frictional drag. After application, the film 
is baked in an oven at high temperature.
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DUAL SEAT

A combination of one unidirectional seat and one bi-directional 
seat installed in the same valve body. The directions of both 
seats shall be specified on a separate identification plate. This 
design provides two sealing barriers in one direction and one 
sealing barrier in the opposite direction.

DUAL SEAT (BOTH SEATS BI-DIRECTIONAL VALVE)

Valve with two seats, each sealing in both directions.

DUAL SEAT (ONE SEAT UNIDIRECTIONAL AND ONE SEAT 
BI-DIRECTIONAL VALVE)

Valve with two seats, one sealing in one direction and the other 
in either direction.

DUROMETER

The Durometer (also called Shore Durometer) measures hardness 
in terms of material elasticity. A diamond-tipped hammer is used 
to strike the testing surface from a known height. The rebound 
of the hammer is measured. The harder the material, the higher 
the rebound. See Shore Hardness.

DYE PENETRANT TEST

See Liquid Penetrant Test.

ELASTOMER

A natural or synthetic elastic material composed of long, chainlike 
molecules that are capable of recovering their original shape 
after being stretched to great extents. Under normal conditions 
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the long molecules making up an elastomeric material are 
irregularly coiled. With the application of force, the molecules 
reconfigure themselves to distribute the applied stress returning 
to its original configuration when the stress is removed. Used in 
synthetic rubber parts such as O-rings.

ELBOW

A female threaded or socket fitting used for changing direction 
in a run of pipe or tubing.

ELECTROLESS NICKEL PLATING

An auto-catalytic reaction used to deposit a coating of nickel-
phosphorous alloy on a substrate without passing an electric 
current through the solution to form the deposit. This plating 
technique is mostly used to prevent corrosion and wear on 
metallic materials. Refer to ASTM B 656 (a standard guide 
which provides information about ENP) and ASTM B 733 
(a specification which defines requirements for ENP).

ELONGATION

Percentage increase in original length (strain) of a specimen 
produced by a tensile force (stress) applied to the specimen. 
Ultimate elongation is the elongation at the moment the 
specimen breaks.

EMBRITTLEMENT

Loss of ductility of a material due to chemical or physical 
change. See also SSC (Sulphide Stress Cracking).
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EMERGENCY SEALANT INJECTION (Fitting)

To obtain tight shut off in an emergency situation, a sealant can 
be injected into a specially designed groove in the seat rings 
and/or in the stem seal pockets. Available for most ball valves 
and gate valves.

END BEVEL

Weld end preparations for butt-welding. Governed by ASME 
B16.25.

END CONNECTION

The type of connection supplied at the ends of a valve which 
allows its installation on a pipeline. Weld end (WE), raised-
face flange (RF), ring-type joint (RTJ) are the most common 
end types.

EN Standard

It refers to European Standard.

EPDM

The abbreviation stands for Ethylene Propylene Diene Monomer. It 
is a popular seal material that is compatible with fireproof hydraulic 
fluids, ketones, hot and cold water and alkalis. But, it is not 
compatible with most oils, gasoline, kerosene, aromatic, aliphatic 
hydrocarbons, halogenated solvents and concentrated acids.

Seat

Emergency Sealant
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EQUAL PERCENTAGE FLOW CHARACTERISTIC

An inherent flow characteristic which for equal increments of 
rated travel will ideally give equal percentage changes of the 
existing flow.

EROSION

Progressive loss of original material from a solid surface due 
to mechanical interaction between that surface and a fluid, 
a multicomponent fluid or impinging liquid or solid particles. 
Because of the broad scope of this term, it is recommended 
that it normally be qualified to indicate the relevant mechanism 
or context, for example cavitation erosion, liquid impingement 
erosion, solid impingement erosion, beach erosion, etc.

ESDV (Emergency Shutdown Valve)

The Pipeline Safety Regulation [A guide to the Pipelines Safety 
Regulations 1996 - Guidance On Regulations: ISBN 0-7176-
1182-5 82] states that an “emergency shut-down valve” is a 
valve which is capable of adequately blocking the flow of fluid 
within the pipeline at the point at which it is incorporated. In the 
absence of a definition, “adequate” is taken to mean sufficient 
for a particular purpose. Minor internal leakage past the ESDV 
may be accepted providing it does not represent a threat to 
safety. The rate of leakage should be based on the installation’s 
ability to control safely the hazards produced by such a leak.

ESW (Electroslag Welding)

A highly productive welding process for thick materials. It 
involves the melting of the surfaces of the metal workpieces 
and the filler metal with a molten slag to cause coalescence. 
An electric arc is passed through the slag to heat it, but the arc 
itself is extinguished by the slag.
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EXPANDING GATE VALVE (also DOUBLE EXPANDING 
GATE VALVE)

A gate valve that is comprised of a separate gate and segment that, 
as the valve operates, the gate and segment move without touching 
the seats, permitting the valve to be opened and closed without 
wear. In the closed position the gate and segment are forced 
against the seat. Continued downward movement of the gate 
causes the gate and segment to expand against the seats (see 
Mechanical Seal). When the valve reaches its full open position 
the gate and segment seal off against the seats while the flow 
is isolated from the valve body.

EXPLOSION PROOF

The prevention of explosion triggered by electrical components 
through containment in special housings. A requirement for 
electrical devices such as solenoids and switches when exposed 
to a potentially explosive environment.

EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION (ALSO REFERED AS AED)

Phenomenon occurring in rubber seals after exposure to high-
pressure gas. This gas permeates into the elastomer through 
flaw sites present in all molded rubber products. During an 
equilibrium shift (rapidly lowered pressure), the gas expands 
within the seal causing internal ruptures in high shear modulus 
(hard) materials and surface blisters in low shear modulus 
(soft) materials.

Damage to O-ring due to
rapid gas decompression

Expanding Gate Valve
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EXTENDED BDV (Blow-Down Valve)

Used on buried valves where the drain plug is inaccessible. 
Instead, a line is piped above ground, terminating in a small 
valve. Line pressure is used to blow-out condensates and other 
material which settles in the bottom of the body cavity. See BDV.

EXTENSION BONNET

A bonnet with an extension between the stem seals and bonnet 
flange for hot or cold service.

EXTENSIONS

The equipment applied to buried valves to provide above 
ground accessibility to operating gear, blow down and seat 
lubrication systems.

EXTERNAL COATING

Coating applied to protect valves against various environments 
i.e. sea air, salt water, earth buried and normal air exposure.

EXTRUSION

Pressure-induced distortion or extension of part of a seal into 
the clearance gap between mating seal surfaces.

FABRICATED VALVE

A valve in which the body is neither cast nor forged but rather 
is formed from plate or pipe welded together.

Extension Lines
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FACE-TO-FACE

The overall dimension from the inlet face to the outlet face of 
the valve (one end to the other). This dimension is governed by 
ASME B16.10 and for pipeline valves, API 6D / ISO 14313, to 
ensure that such valves are mutually interchangeable regardless 
of the manufacturer.

FACING

The finishing of the contact surface of flanged fittings.

FAIL-SAFE VALVE

When there is a failure in the pipeline system, the actuated valve 
is designed to automatically either open or close the valve.

FATIGUE

The phenomenon leading to fracture under repeated or fluctuating 
stresses having a maximum value less than the tensile strength 
of the material.

FATIGUE ASSESSMENT

Fatigue resistance verification of a component subjected to a 
number of design/operating cycles.
 
FE (Flanged End)

See RF and RTJ.

FEA (Finite Element Analysis)

A numerical method of analyzing complex shapes by organizing 
the volume into a series of smaller elements which can be more 
accurately analyzed to determine whether or not components 
are suitable for their intended purpose.

Top-Entry Valve Body

Seat to Ball Contact
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FEMALE THREAD

An internal screw thread designed to mate with a component 
having male (external) threads of the same size and type.

FIELD SERVICEABLE

An equipment is field serviceable when normal repair or 
replacement of operating parts can be accomplished in the 
field without returning to the manufacturer.

FIRE POINT

The temperature at which a fuel will continue to burn after ignition.

FIRESAFE

This is a term used to describe the fire resistance ability of a valve 
when exposed to fire. In order to qualify for this certification, a valve is 
required to be exposed to fire for a 30-minute period. Once acceptable 
leakage (through the test valve and also external leakage) has been 
confirmed, the valve is considered to be firesafe. Some common fire 
testing specifications include ISO 10497, BS 6755 Part 2, API Spec 
6FA, API Spec 6FC, API Spec 6FD and API 607 (3rd Edition).

FITTING

Any device used for connecting elements in fluid lines e.g. 
elbows, tees, nipples, unions, flanges, etc.

FLANGE

A cast or formed pipe fitting consisting of a projecting radial collar 
with bolt holes to provide means of attachment to piping components 
having a similar fitting. The end piece of flanged-end valves.

FLASH (Molding Flash)

Excess of materials attached to a molded product which usually 
must be removed
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FLASH POINT

The lowest temperature at which a flammable liquid can form an 
ignitable mixture in air.

FLASHING

The phenomenon by which a fluid vaporizes due to sudden 
pressure drop across a valve. Particularly, it occurs when 
the downstream pressure is below the upstream vapor 
pressure value. Beside physical damages, the occurrence 
of flashing within a control valve results in a decreased 
ability of the valve to convert pressure drop across it into 
mass flow rate.

FLEXIBLE TUBE VALVE

A special valve using a flexible sleeve or tube which acts as 
the closure element. Pressure applied to the jacket space 
surrounding the outside of the tube controls the opening and 
closing of the valve.

FLOATING BALL VALVE

A ball valve having a non-trunnion-mounted ball. The ball 
is free to float between the seat rings and thus causes 
higher torques.
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FLOW

A fluid in motion in a conducting line.

FLOW COEFFICIENT Kv

The volumetric flow rate of water, in cubic meters per hour, at 
a temperature between 5°C and 40°C, passing through a valve 
and resulting in a pressure loss of 1 bar. When expressed in 
Imperial units it is known as Cv.

FLOW METER

An instrument used to measure flow rate or total flow or both.

FLOW RATE

The volume or weight of a fluid passing through a pipeline or 
conductor per unit of time.

FLUID

Any non-solid substance that can be made to flow. Both liquids 
and gases are fluids.

FLUOROCARBON

Carbon backbone, organic compound having fluorine atoms 
in its chemical structure. Presence of the fluorine provides 
increased chemical and high temperature resistance.

FORCE

The intensity of an influence tending to produce motion, 
distortion or change of shape. The product of pressure (bar) 
and the area over which it acts. Usually expressed in Newton 
(SI units) or pounds (non-SI units).

FORGING

A part that is formed by heating and hammering to a specific shape.

Ball Forging
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FRETTING

Small amplitude oscillatory notion usually tangential between 
two solid surfaces in contact.

FRETTING CORROSION

A form of fretting wear in which corrosion plays a significant role.

FRETTING WEAR

Wear arising as a result of fretting.

FRICTION

The resistance to motion between two contacting surfaces or 
substances. Friction is also developed between a flowing fluid 
and the inner wall of the conducting pipe-resulting in a drop 
in pressure.

FUGITIVE EMISSION TEST

A fugitive emission is defined as a leak from a fluid (e.g. 
hydrocarbons, chemical or mixture of chemicals). The fugitive 
emission (FE) test is carried out to evaluate the ability to 
suppress and/or the performance level of on/off valves and 
control valves with regards to FE. The specification for FE 
testing describes the type of detection method and test medium 
to be used and specify the acceptance and rejection criteria.

FULL BORE

See Full Opening.

FULL OPENING

Describes a valve whose bore (port) is nominally equal to the 
bore of the connecting pipe. See Venturi Valve.

FULL PENETRATION WELD

Describes the type of weld wherein the weld metal extends 
across the entire wall thickness of the joint.
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FULLY–WELDED BALL VALVE

Refers to a ball valve whereby the body and closure joints are 
fully welded to complete the valve assembly. This type of valve 
construction cannot be disassembled nor repaired at site.

FUSION HARDFACING

A process by which weld materials, with superior properties than 
the substrate are applied to the substrate. Often two layers total 
3 - 6 mm thick are applied to reduce the surface hardness dilution 
of the relatively low-cost steel substrates in the expansive cobalt-
based alloys. Hardfacing processes are very useful for improving 
wear and corrosion resistance to selected areas of mechanical 
equipment such as cutting edges of earth-moving machinery 
or sealing areas of valves. Common hardfacing techniques 
include arc torch (GMAW, GTAW, SMAW, SAW ) and other 
processes (ESW).

GALLING

A form of surface damage arising between sliding solids, 
distinguished by macroscopic usually localized roughening 
and creation of protrusions above the original surface it often 
includes plastic flow or material transfer or both. The onset 
of galling usually requires that the contact pressure exceeds 
some threshold value. Galling can be a precursor to seizing or 
loss of function.

GALVANIC CORROSION

Corrosion associated with the current resulting from the electrical 
coupling of dissimilar materials (electrodes) in an electrolyte.

Welding
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GAS

A compressible fluid such as air, hydrogen, nitrogen etc.

GASKET

A seal or packing placed between mechanical joints (such as 
flanges) to prevent the escape of the flowing medium.

GAS TESTING

Gas testing can be divided into 2 categories, namely high-
pressure and low-pressure gas testing. Both these tests are 
considered supplementary test requirements within the API 6D 
specification. For the low pressure gas test, nitrogen is most 
often used along with acceptance criteria based on ISO 5208.

For the high pressure gas test, the standard hydrostatics seat 
test required by API 6D is carried out using an inert gas (usually 
helium) as the test medium.

GATE

The closure element of a gate valve.

GATE VALVE

A straight-thru pattern valve whose closure element is a wedge 
or parallel-sided slab situated between two fixed seating 
surfaces with means to move it in or out of the flow stream in 
a direction perpendicular to the pipeline axis.

Through-Conduit Gate Valve

Fabricated Body Cast Body
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GAUGE (Pressure Gauge)

An instrument usually with a threaded connection for measuring 
and indicating the pressure in a piping system at the point at 
which it is connected.

GLAND OR GLAND BUSHING

That part of a valve which retains or compresses the stem 
packing in a stuffing box (where used) or retains a stem O-Ring, 
lip seal or stem O-Ring bushing. Sometimes manually adjustable. 
See Packing and Stuffing Box.

GLAND PLATE

The plate in a valve which retains the gland bushing or stem 
seals and sometimes guides the stem.

GLASS TRANSISTION (Tg)

Temperature at which a viscous polymer loses its ability to flow 
or store energy, becoming hard and brittle (like glass).

Gland Plate

Seals

Stem
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GLOBE VALVE

A valve whose closure element is a flat disc or conical plug 
sealing on a seat which is usually parallel to the flow axis. The 
tortuous flow path produces a relatively high pressure loss.

GMAW (Gas Metal Arc Welding)

In GMAW, also known as metal inert gas (MIG) welding an 
electric arc is established between the workpiece and a 
consumable wire electrode. The arc continuously melts the wire 
as it is fed to the weld puddle. The weld metal is shielded from 
the atmosphere by a flow of an inert gas or gas mixture.

GO (Gear Operated)

The actuation of a valve through a gear set which multiplies the 
torque applied to the valve stem.
See BGO and MGO.

GTAW (Gas Tungsten Arc Welding)

Also known as tungsten inert gas (TIG) welding it is an 
arc welding process that uses a non consumable tungsten 
electrode to produce the weld. The weld area is protected from 

Worm Gear
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atmospheric contamination by a shielding gas (usually an inert 
gas such as argon) and a filler metal is normally used though 
some welds, known as autogenous welds do not require it. A 
constant-current welding power supply produces energy which 
is conducted across the arc through a column of highly ionized 
gas and metal vapors known as a plasma.

HANDWHEEL

Wheel consisting of a rim connected to a hub i.e by spokes and 
used to operate manually a valve requiring multiple turns.

HARDFACING

A surface preparation such as Fusion Hardfacing detonation 
gun or High Velocity Oxy-Fuel (HVOF) in which a hard alloy 
is deposited on a metal surface to increase wear and/or 
corrosion resistance.

HARDNESS

In metallurgy, hardness is defined as the ability of a material to 
resist deformation usually by indentation. Hardness measurement 
can be defined as macro, micro or nano-scale according to the 
forces applied and the displacements obtained.

HARDNESS TEST

A means of determining resistance to penetration. In the metal 
industry the most used tests are the Brinell hardness test, the 
Rockwell hardness test and the Vickers hardness test. These 
tests determine the resistance to the penetration of a non-
deformable ball or cone by measuring the depth which such ball 
or cone sink into the metal under a given load within a specified 
period of time. ASTM A370 specifies procedures for Brinell Test 
and Rockwell Test.
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HEAT AFFECTED ZONE (HAZ)

Portion of the base metal which has not been melted, but 
whose mechanical properties or microstructure has been altered 
by the heat of welding or cutting.

HEAT ANALYSIS

A chemical analysis conducted by the foundry immediately prior 
to pouring which measures the exact chemical composition of 
a particular batch of molten metal. Does not include analysis of 
physical properties. See Mill Tests and Mill Certificate.

HEAT TREATMENT

Describes any process or procedure by which the internal 
structure of steel is altered by heating to produce desired 
physical characteristics. This is usually accomplished by furnace 
heating followed by controlled cooling.

HEAT TREATMENT CHARTS

Furnace charts providing a temperature against time record of the 
heating and cooling cycle required by a specific heat treatment 
process for a particular furnace load of steel or steel parts.

HERTZIAN CONTACT AREA

The apparent area of contact between two non-conforming 
solid bodies pressed against each other as calculated from 
Hertz’ equations of elastic deformation.

HERTZIAN CONTACT PRESSURE

The magnitude of the pressure at any specified location in a 
Hertzian contact area as calculated from Hertz’ equations of 
elastic deformation.

HIC (Hydrogen-Induced Cracking)

A planar cracking that occurs in carbon and low alloy steels 
when atomic hydrogen diffuses into the steel and then combines 
to form molecular hydrogen at trap sites. Cracking results from 
the pressurization of trap sites by hydrogen. No externally 
applied stress is needed for the formation of hydrogen-induced 
cracks. It is usually associated with low-strength plate steels 
used in the production of pipes and vessels.
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HIPPS (High Integrity Pressure Protection System)

An actuated valve and control system to protect against 
overpressure of pipeline risers.

HOLIDAY

An imperfection or bare spot in a coating or plating.

HOT ISOSTATIC PRESSING (HIP)

Special forming process used to compact and metallurgically 
bond metal powder. This process takes place within a flexible, 
metal container whose contents are formed into the desired 
shape by subjecting the container to high temperature and 
pressure in an autoclave. It produces a fully wrought structure.

HOT TAPPING

The process by which a pipeline under pressure is cut into 
to provide a side outlet. A flanged fitting is saddle welded to 
the pipeline and a full port valve bolted to the flange. The hot 
tapping machine bolted to the outboard valve flange operates 
through the open valve. After cutting out a circular piece 
coupon from the pipe wall, the coupon is removed from the 
pipe by retracting it through the valve and into the chamber of 
the tapping machine. The valve is then closed and the tapping 
machine and coupon are then removed from the valve.

Heat

Heat

Preassure

Preassure

Preassure

Preassure

Isostatic pressure
up to 2000 bar

Temperature
up to 2000 oC

High pressure vessel

Heat

Heat
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HSC (Hydrogen Stress Cracking)

Cracking that results from the presence of hydrogen in a metal 
and tensile stress (residual and/or applied). HSC describes 
cracking in metals that are not sensitive to SSC (Sulphide 
Stress Cracking), but which may be embrittled by hydrogen 
when galvanically coupled to another metal that is corroding 
actively as an anode.

HUB

Protruding rim with an external angled shoulder and a sealing 
mechanism used to join pressure containing equipment.

HVOF (High Velocity Oxy-Fuel)

A thermal spray technique used to deposit protective coating 
on a substrate. A blend of fuel (gaseous or liquid) and oxygen 
is injected into a torch and burned. The combustion products 
flow through a nozzle that accelerates the flow to a speed up to 
1500 m/s. A powder feed stock is injected into the gas stream 
which accelerates the powder up to 800 m/s. The stream of hot 
gas and powder is directed towards the surface to be coated. 
The powder partially melts in the stream and deposits upon 
the substrate. The resulting coating has low porosity and 
high bond strength.

HWO (Handwheel Operated)

A valve on which the handwheel drives the stem directly to 
operate the valve.

HYDRAULIC

Pertaining to or using water, oil or other liquids.
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HYDRAULIC SEATS

The movement of the seats in a valve is controlled by using 
water, oil or other liquids under pressure.

HYDROSTATIC TEST

A test in which a valve is filled with water and pressure 
tested. According to ISO 14313 / API 6D, hydrostatic tests on a 
valve are:

•  Hydrostatic Shell Test: done at a pressure 1.5 times the 
design pressure. See also Proof Pressure.

•  Hydrostatic Seat Test: done at a pressure 1.1 times the 
design pressure.

HYPERBARIC TESTING

It is a simulated pressure and depth test.

HYSTERESIS

The difference between up-scale and down-scale results 
in instrument response when subjected to the same input 
approached from the opposite direction. It can be caused by a 
multitude of variables, packing friction, loose linkage, pressure 
drop, etc.

ID (Inside Diameter)

The measure of the inner diameter of a circular part.

IDS (Instrument Data Sheet)

A table summarizing data such as service, valve size, supply 
pressure, etc., necessary for actuator sizing.
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IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission)

The world’s leading organization that prepares and publishes 
International Standards for all electrical, electronic and related 
technologies. All IEC International Standards are fully consensus-
based and represent the needs of key stakeholders of every 
nation participating in IEC work. Every member country has one 
vote and a say in what goes into an IEC International Standard. 
IEC provides standards for control valve sizing.

INCIPIENT CAVITATION

It is the formation of cavities or bubbles in the liquid flow that 
begins when the pressure first dips below the vapor pressure. 
It is identified by a deviation from the quadratic relationship 
between volumetric flow rate and pressure drop and by an 
increased noise emission.

INCREMENTAL SEAT TEST

The leakage testing of valve seats in an assembled valve by 
increasing the applied pressure in prescribed pressure steps.

INERTIA

The property of a body or mass of resisting to a change in 
velocity.

INHERENT FLOW CHARACTERISTIC

It is the relationship between the flow coefficient and the 
corresponding valve travel. It is independent of the means 
of actuation. The most common types of inherent flow 
characteristics are linear, equal percentage, modified parabolic, 
and quick opening.

INJECTION FITTING

A fitting through which lubricant or sealant is injected.

INLET PORT

The port which is connected directly to the upstream side of a 
fluid system.
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INORGANIC ZINC PAINTING

Coating containing a zinc powder pigment in an inorganic 
vehicle.

lN SITU (Maintenance)

To maintain or repair a equipment “in its original place” such as 
a top-entry ball valve.

INTELLIGENT PIG (Smart Pig)

Intelligent pigs are inspection vehicles that move inside a 
pipeline pushed along by the flowing fluid. They are primarily 
used for the detection of wall thinning caused by ordinary 
corrosion.

INTERNAL PRESSURE RELIEF

A self relieving feature in non-independent seating valves that 
automatically relieves excessive internal body pressure caused 
by sudden changes in line pressures. By means of the piston 
effect principle, the excessive body pressure will move the 
seat away from its seating surface and relieve it to the lower 
pressure side.

ISO (International Organization for Standardization)

It is a network of the national standards institutes of 157 countries. 
It is the world’s largest developer and publisher of International 
Standards. ISO’s work programme ranges from standards 
for activities such as agriculture, construction, engineering, 
manufacturing, logistics, information and communication 
technologies and services.
www.iso.org

ISO 10497 (Firesafe Standard)

The ISO specification dealing with the fire testing of pipeline valves.
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KEY STOP

A method of restricting the travel of a ball valve from fully open 
to fully closed and vice versa. The stem key bears against the 
ends of an arc machined in or attached to the adaptor plate.

KNOOP HARDNESS

The relative micro-hardness of a material is determined by the 
Knoop indentation test. In this test, a pyramid-shaped diamond 
indenter (called a Knoop indenter) is pressed against a material 
making a rhomboidal impression with one diagonal seven times 
longer than the other. The hardness of the material is determined 
by the depth to which the Knoop indenter penetrates.

LAMINAR FLOW

The flow of a viscous fluid in which the fluid moves in parallel 
layers with a fixed velocity gradient from the centerline to 
the containing walls of the conduit. Sometimes referred to as 
Streamline Flow.

LANTERN RING

See Chevron Packing.

LEAK RATE

Rate at which a fluid (liquid or gas) passes a seal or barrier.

LIFTING LUGS

Lugs provided on equipment for lifting and positioning. Also 
termed Lifting Eyes.

LIMIT SWITCH

An electrical device providing a signal to a remote observation 
station indicating when the valve is in the fully open or fully 
closed position. Usually a component of a valve operator.

LINE

A pipe, tube or hose for conducting fluids.
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LINEAR FLOW CHARACTERISTIC

An inherent flow characteristic which can be represented ideally 
by a straight line on a rectangular plot of flow versus per cent 
rated travel. Therefore equal increments of travel yield equal 
increments of flow at a constant pressure drop.

LIP SEAL

A circular seal ring of U shaped cross section encompassing a 
spring element which provides resiliency and ensures a seal at 
the inner and outer lips of the U.

LIQUID PENETRANT TEST

An NDE method of detecting the presence of discontinuities 
that are open to the surface such as cracks, seams, laps, cold 
shuts, laminations, lack of fusion in welds, castings or forgings, 
through the use of a special colored dye liquid. Techniques and 
procedures are covered in ASME V, Art. 6 and ASTM E165.

LOCKING DEVICE

A device that can be fitted to either lever or gear operated 
valves to allow for the valve to be locked in either the fully open 
or closed position.

LUBE SEATS

Seats which are equipped with a lubricant injecting system. See 
Emergency Sealant Injection.

LUBRICANT

Any substance interposed between two surfaces for the purpose 
of reducing the friction or wear between them.

Face SealRadial Seal
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MAGNETIC PARTICLE TEST

An inspection procedure for detecting surface cracks and 
other discontinuities at or near the surface in ferromagnetic 
materials through the use of fine iron particles in a magnetic 
field. Techniques and procedures are covered in ASME V, Art. 
7 and ASTM E709.

MALE THREAD

The external thread on pipe, fittings or valves used in making a 
connection with mating female (internal) threaded parts.

MANIFOLD

A common pipe or chamber having several lateral outlets. 
Also termed Header.

MAOP

An abbreviation for Maximum Allowable Operating Pressure. 
Determined in accordance with piping codes, DOT regulations, etc.

MASS SPECTROMETER

An instrument used for sorting streams of electrified particles in 
accordance with their different masses by means of deflecting 
fields. The instrument can produce a photographic or graphic 
record of each compound and the percentage of the compound. 
Most commonly used in analyzing petroleum and steel products.

MDS (Material Data Sheet)

The material data sheet defines the minimum requirements 
for the materials, i.e. chemical specifications, manufacturing, 
qualification of supplier, mechanical testing and properties, non 
destructive examination, repair, marking and certification.

MECHANICAL SEAL

In a valve a shut-off that is accomplished by a mechanical 
means rather than with fluid or line pressure. The wedging 
action of a gate against the seats or the seat springs pushing 
the seat against the ball or gate are examples of mechanical 
seals in a valve.
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METALLIZING

The coating of a non-metallic surface with a thin metal layer by 
spraying, hot dipping or vacuum deposition.

METAL SEATED VALVE

The sealing contact area is metal to metal between the sealing 
face of the seat ring and the closure element. For example, in 
a ball valve, the ball and seats contact and seal area is metal 
to metal. This is typically used in severe service applications.

METER PROVER

A system used to check or “prove” a flow meter. A close fitting 
sphere is launched into a pipe of known inside diameter. The 
flow medium pushes the sphere through a measured length of 
pipe between two sphere detection devices. Knowing the transit 
time and the exact volume between the two stations, a flow rate 
is calculated and compared with the meter reading.

METER RUN

A section of pipeline in which a meter is installed to measure 
the volume of fluid passing through the line.

MGO (Manual Gear Operator)

A gear operator that is operated manually with a handwheel.

MILL CERTIFICATE

Certificates provided by the steel mill indicating the chemical 
analysis and physical properties of a specific batch of steel. 
See Heat Analysis.

CLOSURE BODY

BALL

SEAT
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Ball Valve - Side Entry Bolted Body

Ball Valve - Top Entry

Ball Valve - Fully Welded

• Forged body
• Bi-directional
• Anti-blow-out stem design
• Sizes: 2” to 60”  

   1” 13/16 to 11”
•  Pressure classes: ASME 150 to 2500 

                            API3000 to 15000

• Forged or cast body
• Bi-directional
• Anti-blow-out stem design
• Sizes: 2” to 60” 

          1” 13/16 to 11”
• Pressure classes: ASME 150 to 2500 

                            API 3000 to 15000

•  Forged body
• Bi-directional
• Anti-blow-out stem design
•  Sizes: 2” to 60”
• Pressure classes: ASME 150 to 2500
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• Forged body
• Bi-directional
• Anti-blow-out stem design
• Sizes: 3/4” to 24”
•           3/4” to 11”
•  Pressure classes: ASME 150 to 2500 

                            API 3000 to 15000

Twin Ball (DB&B) Valve
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• Forged or cast body
• Rising and non-rising stem
• No pressure-lock
• Normal or reverse acting
• Sizes: 2” to 60” 

          1” 13/16   to 11” 
• Pressure classes: ASME 150 to 2500 

                           API 3000 to 15000

• Forged or cast body
• Rising stem
• DB&B in open and closed position
• Replaceable seats
• Sizes: 2” to 48” 

          1” 13/16   to 11” 
•  Pressure classes: ASME 150 to 2500 

                            API 3000 to 15000

• Fabricated body
• Rising stem
• No pressure-lock
• Normal or reverse acting
• Sizes: 2” to 60”
• Pressure classes: ASME 150 to 1500

Through Conduit Slab Gate Valve

Double Expanding Gate Valve

Through Conduit Fabricated Slab Gate Valve
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Control Ball Valve

• Forged body
• Anti-blow-out stem design
• High rangeability
• High flow capacity
• Self-flushing capability
• Sizes: 2” to 60”
• Pressure classes: ASME 150 to 2500
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MILL TESTS

All tests required by the material specification usually include 
both the heat analysis (chemical) and the physical properties.

MILL TEST REPORTS

See Mill Certificate.

MMCF

An abbreviation for million cubic feet. Used to designate 
gas volume and gas flow rates in pipelines (MMCF per hour 
or day).

MO (Motor Operated)

See Power Operator.

MODULUS

The stress required to produce a certain elongation (strain) 
usually 100%. In elastomers it is a good indication of toughness 
and resistance to extrusion. Also termed Tensile Modulus.

MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

See Young’s Modulus.

MOLD

A hollow cavity (frequently in packed sand) for giving a desired 
shape to a material in a molten or plastic state. Used in making 
metal castings.

MOLECULAR WEIGHT

The mass of one molecule of a substance expressed in unified 
atomic mass unit

MONITORING – MONITOR SERVICE

A field procedure whereby two valves (usually regulators) are 
installed in series and adjusted in such a manner that, should 
the primary regulator fail, the standby regulator will automatically 
take over at a slightly higher pressure setting.
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MSS (Manufacturers Standardization Society of the Valve 
and Fitting Industry)

A technical organization dedicated to the technical needs of the 
valve and fittings industry. Standards and codes are written and 
revised by technical committees and address topics such as 
valves, valve actuators, pipe fittings, flanges, and pipe hangers.
Recommendations of this society are advisory only.
www.mss-hq.com

MULTI-PHASE FLOW

A flow formed by a mixture of two or more distinct phases

MWP (Maximum Working Pressure)

The maximum working pressure at which a valve can be operated. 

 ANSI CLASS MWP (CWP)

 150 275 PSI
 300 720 PSI
 400 960 PSI
 600 1440 PSI
 900 2160 PSI
 1500 3600 PSI
 2500 6000 PSI

NACE INTERNATIONAL

A professional organization for the corrosion control industry 
established in 1943 which publishes papers articles and standards 
on all aspects of corrosion and has written the definitive standard 
for valve materials for sour gas service. Formerly known as the 
National Association of Corrosion Engineers.
www.nace.org

NATIONAL PIPE THREAD

A US standard for tapered (NPT) or straight (NPS) threads used 
to join pipes and fittings.
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NEEDLE VALVE

A type of small valve used for flow metering having a tapered needle-
point plug or closure element and a seat having a small orifice.

NIPPLE

A short length of small size pipe threaded on both ends. Used 
on end connections of screwed-end valves and in small size 
piping systems.

NOISE LEVEL

The sound pressure level, usually expressed as dB(A) (audible 
decibels), emitted by a control valve when operating under 
specified process conditions.

NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTS

Those inspection tests which are not destructive to the product 
structure or function. See RT (Radiographic Test), Liquid 
Penetrant Test, Magnetic Particle Test and Ultrasonic Test.

NON-RISING STEM

A gate valve having its stem threaded into the gate. As the stem 
turns, the gate moves but the stem does not rise. Stem threads 
are exposed to line fluids.

NORMALLY CLOSED SOLENOID VALVE

An electrically operated valve whose inlet orifice is closed 
when the solenoid coil is not energized. Energize to open. See 
Solenoid (Section 2).
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NORMALLY OPEN SOLENOID VALVE

An electrically operated valve whose inlet orifice is open when 
the solenoid coil is not energized. Energize to close. See 
Solenoid (Section 2).

NPS (Nominal Pipe Size)

Numerical inches designation of size which is common to 
components in piping systems of any one size. The nominal pipe 
size is designated by the letters NPS followed by a number. See 
also National Pipe Thread and API 6D / ISO 14313.

OD (Outside Diameter)

The measurement of the outermost diameter of a circular part.

OPERATOR

A device which converts manual, hydraulic, pneumatic 
or electrical energy into mechanical motion to open and 
close a valve.

OPERATING TEMPERATURE

A media temperature that the valve is operating in and will be 
required to be opened or closed at any time in this temperature 
range.

OPERATING TIME

The time required for a power operator to stroke the valve from 
the full open to full closed position or vice versa.

O-RING

An elastomeric or synthetic seal ring of circular cross section.

Hydraulic Actuator
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OS & Y (Outside Screw and Yoke)

A valve in which the fluid does not come in contact with the 
stem threads. The stem sealing element is between the valve 
body and the stem threads.

OUTLET PORT

The port which is connected directly to the downstream side of 
a fluid system.

PACKING

The deformable sealing material inserted into a valve stem 
stuffing box which when compressed by a gland provides a 
tight seal about the stem. See Gland and Stuffing Box.

PACKING GLAND

See Gland.

PATTERN

Required for cast components. It is a mould usually made from 
wood to form the mold into which molten metal is poured.

Gate Valve with OS & Y
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PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION TEST

See Qualification Test.

PERMEABILITY

Measure of the ease with which a liquid or gas can pass 
through a rubber material.

PHENOLIC COATING

A thermo-setting resin applied to valve interiors and/or exteriors 
to inhibit corrosion.

PIG

A device closely conforming to the pipe bore which is forced 
through a pipeline to clean the pipe of all foreign material and 
debris. Valves in a pipeline that will be pigged must be through-
conduit full port otherwise the pig will not pass through them.

PILOT

A spring loaded pressure regulator used to control the pressure 
and flow of other larger pressure regulators or instruments.

PILOT-OPERATED REGULATOR

A regulator which is controlled by a second small volume high 
accuracy regulator or pilot. This arrangement has the advantages 
of improving performance by minimizing the effects of unbalance 
and droop. The number of possible applications are also increased 
since a wide range of pilot configurations are feasible.

PINION SHAFT

The external input shaft of certain gear operators which drives 
internal reduction gearing. The pinion shaft can accept a 
handwheel or power operator.

Cleaning Pig
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PINION SHAFT EXTENSION

On a buried valve, the gear operator pinion shaft must be 
extended above grade to permit the valve to be operated.

PIPING FACTOR FP

It is the corrective factor that accounts for pressure losses due 
to pipe fittings, such as reducers that might be attached directly 
to the inlet and outlet connections of the control valve.

PISTON EFFECT

The sealing principle involved in utilizing line pressure to effect 
a seal across the floating seats of some valves.

PITCH & LEAD

Pertaining to screw threads, the pitch refers to the measurement 
between adjacent threads. The lead refers to the distance the 
screw advances in one complete revolution. Worm gears of 
gear operators are also identified by pitch and lead. Speed of 
operation and torque required are related to pitch and lead.

PITTING

A form of wear characterized by the presence of surface 
cavities, the formation of which is attributed to processes such 
as fatigue, local adhesion or cavitation.

PLUG

The rotating closure element of a plug valve. Also a threaded 
fitting used to close off and seal an opening into a pressure 
containing chamber, e.g. pipe plug.
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PLUG VALVE

A quarter turn valve whose closure element is usually a tapered 
plug having a rectangular port.

PNEUMATIC

Pertaining to using air or gas.

POISSON’S RATIO

For most materials, a rod-like specimen subjected to uniaxial 
tension exhibits some shrinkage in the lateral direction. The 
ratio of lateral strain and axial strain is defined as Poisson’s 
ratio. For most rubber materials, Poisson’s ratio is equal to 0.5 
(incompressible) and for metallic materials is about 0.3.

PORT

See Bore.

POSITION INDICATOR

Any external device which visually indicates the open and 
closed position of a valve. See Stem Indicator.

POWER OPERATOR

Powered valve operators are of the following general types: Electric 
Motor, Pneumatic or Hydraulic Motor, Pneumatic or Hydraulic 
Cylinder. Operators can either be adapted directly to the valve 
stem or side mounted on existing gear or scotch-yoke operators.

PRESSURE-CONTAINING PARTS

Parts such as bodies bonnets, glands, stems, gaskets and 
bolting designated to contain the pipeline fluid.
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PRESSURE-CONTROLLING PARTS

Parts such as seat and obturator intended to block or permit 
the flow of fluids.

PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL

See Differential Pressure.

PRESSURE DROP

The decrease in pressure along the direction of flow in a piping 
system caused by fluid friction restrictions and by change-of-
direction fittings. Pressure drop is related to velocity-specific 
gravity viscosity and to the size and roughness of the pipe 
interior. See Differential Pressure.

PRESSURE DROP RATIO FACTOR XT

The pressure drop ratio (total pressure drop over inlet pressure) 
required to produce choked gas flow through the valve without 
attached fittings.

PRESSURE RECOVERY FACTOR LF

The ratio between valve pressure drop and vena contracta 
pressure drop when flow becomes choked due to cavitation. It 
is determined with flow rate measurements, keeping upstream 
pressure constant and reducing downstream pressure until 
choked flow starts.

PRESSURE-REDUCING REGULATOR

Regulator designed to control downstream pressure. 
See Regulator.

PRESSURE-RELIEF VALVE

A safety device required on most pressure systems and is 
preset to relieve the line pressure should it exceed that limit.

PRESSURE SWITCH

A switch (usually electric) activated by a rise or drop in pressure. 
A transducer.
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PRESSURE TEST

A test using specified pressures of liquid or gases which can 
be used to check sealing, integrity, design standards etc. of a 
particular product.

PRIMER

First coat of paint applied to a surface, formulated to have good 
bonding and wetting characteristics may or may not contain 
inhibitive pigments.

PROCESS WETTED PARTS

Parts exposed directly to the fluid flowing in the line, i.e. ball or 
gate or seats.

PRODUCT ANALYSIS

A verification conducted by the valve manufacturer to assure 
that the chemical composition of received material coincides 
with the heat analysis and with the requirements of the 
applicable specification.

PROOF PRESSURE

A hydrostatic test pressure usually 1.5 times the rated working 
pressure applied to an assembled valve to verify the structural 
integrity of the pressure containing parts. Synonymous with 
Hydrostatic Shell Test.

PROTECTIVE SLEEVES

A circular “pipe like” sleeve inserted in place of the ball and 
seats of a top-entry ball valve. This protective sleeve remains 
in place inside the valve during valve installation and ultimate 
pigging of a pipeline to clear debris from the line before placing 
the pipeline into service. Once the pipeline has been purged of 
all debris, the protective sleeve is removed entirely from the ball 
valve cavity and the operating trim (i.e. ball and seats) is then 
installed for normal service conditions.

PSI (Pounds Per Square Inch)

Unit of measure of pressure. Not a SI unit.
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PTFE

The abbreviation stands for Polytetrafluoroethylene. It is a 
type of fluorinated thermoplastic, with outstanding chemical 
resistance, low leachability and excellent lubricity. It has a 
maximum temperature limitation of 500º F.

PULSATION

Rythmical throbbing or vibrating in pipelines flow or pressure 
oscillation which is identically repeated in every fixed time 
interval. Pulsation is an inherent characteristic of reciprocating 
gas compressors and reciprocating liquid pumps. Pressure and 
flow pulsations interact with piping systems to cause vibration, 
metering errors and potential equipment damage.

PUMP CONTROL VALVE

A ball valve that is not meant for on-off service, but whose 
specific function is to control flow and prevent cavitation in 
pumps on liquid pipelines.

PUPS

See Transition Piece.

QUALIFICATION TEST

Additional testing requirements are performed on a product to 
determine whether or not the product conforms to all of the 
requirements of a particular specification. This is generally done 
by a third independent party to qualify a product for a specific 
application. Also termed Performance Verification Test.

Ra (Roughness: Arithmetic Average Deviation)

It is the arithmetic average of the absolute values of the profile 
deviations from the mean line of the roughness profile. Statistically 
very stable repeatable parameter good for random type surface 
such as grinding. Not a good measure of sealed surfaces.

RANGEABILITY

The range over which a control valve can control. It is the ratio of 
the maximum to minimum controllable flow coefficients. This is also 
called Turndown although technically it is not the same thing.
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REDUCED BORE

A valve bore/port smaller than the line size or the valve end 
connection type.

REDUCED PORT (BORE)

See Venturi Valve.

REGULAR PORT VALVE

A term usually applied to plug valves. The “regular” port of such 
a valve is customarily about 40% of the line pipe area. Hence it 
corresponds to a venturi or reduced bore valve of like nominal 
pipe size. Venturi ball valves are often a logical alternative to plug 
valves with advantages in price, torque and low maintenance.

REGULATOR

A throttling or pressure-reducing valve which exercises automatic 
control over some variable (usually pressure). Not an on-off 
valve.

RELATIVE FLOW COEFFICIENT

It is the ratio between the flow coefficient at a relative travel and 
the rated flow coefficient. It is usually expressed in percentage.

RELATIVE TRAVEL

It is the ratio of the travel at a given opening to the rated travel 
and is usually expressed in percentage.

REMOTE CONTROL

The operation of a valve or other flow control devices from a 
point at a distance from the device being controlled. Can be 
accomplished by electrical, pneumatic or hydraulic means.

RESILIENT SEAT

A valve seat containing a soft seal such as an O-Ring or a 
plastic insert to assure tight shut-off.

RETRACTABLE SEAT

See Hydraulic Seats.
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RF (Raised Face)

The raised area of a flange face which affords a seal with 
a mating flange face by means of a flat gasket of the same 
diameter as the raised face. RF flanges seal with a flat gasket 
made of materials designed for installation between the raised 
faces of two mating flanges (both with raised faces). The raised 
faces have a prescribed texture to increase their gripping and 
retaining force on this flat gasket. Some users of raised face 
flanges specify the use of spiral wound gaskets.

RING GASKET

A metal gasket shaped like a ring with a number designation, 
designed to fit into grooves machined into the face of flanges 
and/or other connectors and provide a seal after make-up.

RISING-STEM BALL VALVE

A single-seated ball valve that is designed to seal by using 
the valve’s stem to mechanically wedge the valves ball into a 
stationary seat, effecting a bubble tight seal. The valve stem 
operates through a quarter turn of rotation as the stem is raised 
or lowered by the operator. The mechanical action of the stem 
moves the ball away from the seat prior to the 90° rotation of 
the ball. This design preserve the seat as it is never in contact 
with the ball during valve stroking.

Rising-Stem Ball
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RISING-STEM GATE VALVE

A valve stem which rises as the valve is operated.

Rmax (Roughness: Max Roughness Depth)

It is the largest of five roughness depths measurements. Useful 
for surfaces where a single defect is not permissible, e.g. a seal 
with single scratch.

RMS (Roughness: Root Mean Square)

It is the root mean square average of the profile height 
deviations from the mean line of the roughness profile. More 
sensitive to peaks and valleys than Ra because the amplitudes 
are squared.

ROCKWELL HARDNESS TEST

A hardness measurement based on the net increase in depth 
of impression as a load is applied. Hardness numbers have 
no units. The type of indenter and the test load determine the 
hardness scale (A, B, C, etc). The higher the number in each of 
them, the harder the material. The indenter may either be a steel 
ball of some specified diameter or a spherical diamond-tipped 
cone of 120° angle and 0.2 mm tip radius. ASTM D785 is the 
standard test for determining the Rockwell hardness of plastics 
and electrical insulating materials.

Rising-Stem Gate Valve
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ROUGHNESS (Rugosity)

Small scale variations in the height of a physical surface. 
Roughness is measured by sampling and statistical techniques,  
whereby different parameters are used. ISO 4287 and ASME 
B46.1 provide terms, definitions, measurement methods and 
surface texture parameters.

RPM (Revolutions Per Minute)

Rotational speed turns per minute. For example, the RPM 
delivered by a power operator to the pinion shaft of a 
gear operator.

RT (Radiographic Test)

An X-ray, NDE Procedure for locating flaws in welds, forgings, 
castings and fabricated parts. Techniques and procedures are 
covered in ASME V, Art. 2.

RTJ (Ring-Type Joint)

A flange connection using a specially shaped soft metal ring as 
a gasket. Generally used on high pressure valves and not widely 
used in the pipeline industry. RTJ flanges have grooves cut 
into their faces which accept steel ring gaskets. RTJ flanges 
seal when tightened bolts compress the gasket between the 
flanges into the grooves deforming (or “coining”) the gasket to 
make intimate contact inside the grooves creating a metal-to-
metal seal. An RTJ flange may have a raised face with a ring 
groove machined into it. This raised face does not serve as 
any part of the sealing means for RTJ flanges that seal with BX 
ring gaskets. The raised faces of the connected and tightened 
flanges may contact each other. In this case the compressed 
gasket will not bear additional load beyond the bolt tension 
vibration and movement cannot further crush the gasket and 
lessen the connecting tension.
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RUPTURE DISC (BLOW-OUT DISC)

A pressure-relief device employing a relatively thin one-time-use 
membrane designed to fail at a specified pressure. Once the 
membrane, usually a metal foil has failed, it will not reseal and 
has to be replaced. They are often used as backup device for 
a conventional safety valve.

Rz (Roughness: Average Maximum Height)

It is the mean of the distance between the highest and lowest 
points of five successive sample lengths of the roughness 
profile. More sensitive than Ra to changes in surface finish, as 
maximum profile heights and not averages are being examined.

SAFETY-RELIEF VALVE

A quick-acting spring-loaded valve that opens (relieves) when 
the pressure exceeds the spring setting. It specifically opens 
proportionally with pressure increasing. Often installed on 
the body cavity of ball and gate valves to relieve thermal 
overpressure in liquid services.
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SAW (Submerged Arc Welding)
Submerged Arc Welding is a common arc welding process. 
It requires a continuously fed consumable solid or tubular 
(flux cored) electrode. The molten weld and the arc zone are 
protected from atmospheric contamination by being submerged 
under a blanket of granular fusible flux. When molten the flux 
becomes conductive and provides a current path between the 
electrode and the work.

SCC (Stress Corrosion Cracking)

Cracking of metals involving anodic processes of localized 
corrosion and tensile stress (residual and/or applied) in the 
presence of wet H2S.

SCHEDULE

A system for indicating the wall thickness of pipe. The higher 
the schedule number the thicker the wall for a given pipe size.

SCORING

A severe form of wear characterized by the formation of 
extensive grooves and scratches in the direction of sliding.

SCOTCH YOKE OPERATOR

A quarter turn operator based on a scotch yoke mechanism 
rather than gears. The scotch yoke has a torque output at 
the beginning and ending of its stroke that is about twice the 
magnitude of the torque output at the middle of its stroke.

  Guide Bar

 Yoke

 Valve Stem

SCOTCH YOKE OPERATOR
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SCRATCHING

The mechanical removal or displacement (or both) of material from 
a surface by the action of abrasive particles or protuberances 
sliding across the surfaces.

SCREWED ENDS

Intemally threaded end connections supplied on some (small 
size) valves. Usually tapered pipe threads (NPT).

SEAL

A device used to prevent the passage of fluid. Types include ‘O’ 
ring, lip seal, gasket, etc.

SEAL DYNAMIC

A sealing element used between parts that have relative motion, 
i.e. stem seals and seat seal.

SEAL STATIC

A sealing element used as a gasket between two non-moving 
parts, i.e. valve bonnet seal and flange gasket.

SEAT

That part of a valve against which the closure element effects 
a tight shut-off. In ball and gate valves, it is a floating member 
containing either a soft (plastic) or a metallic seating element.

SEATING SURFACES

Contact surfaces of the obturator and seat which ensure valve sealing.

Soft Seat

Body

Spring

Ball
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SELF-RELIEVING

The process whereby excessive internal body pressure is 
automatically relieved either into the upstream or downstream 
line by forcing the seats off the closure element.

SHORE HARDNESS

Shore Hardness using either the Shore A or Shore D scale is the 
preferred method for measuring rubbers/elastomers hardness. It 
is also commonly used for “softer” plastics. The Shore A scale 
is used for soft to medium-hard rubbers (Shore D less than 20). 
The Shore D scale is more accurate on samples harder than 
90 Shore A. Shore Durometer is the instrument used to gauge 
corresponding hardness. The ASTM test number is ASTM D2240, 
while the analogous ISO test method is ISO 868.

SHORT-GATE VALVE

A gate valve whose seat rings contact the gate only in the 
closed position. Such valve is not through-conduit as the gate 
is completely withdrawn from the flow area in the open position.

SHORT-PATTERN VALVE

A valve whose face-to-face dimension is smaller than that in API 
6D / ISO 14313 standard.

SHRINKAGE

After vulcanization, dimensional loss in a molded rubber product that 
occurs after it has been removed from the mold and allowed to cool. 
In seal service, a decrease in seal volume due to extraction of soluble 
components from the rubber compound by environmental fluids.

SHUT-OFF VALVE

A valve designed for on/off service only not a throttling valve. 
Sometimes referred to as a block valve.

SHUTTLE VALVE

3-port device, 2 inlets and 1 outlet. Output is switched when 
the preset cracking pressure is exceeded to change position.
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SIDE-ENTRY BALL VALVE

One of ball valve designs that allowed the removal of the valve 
from the pipeline for disassembly and maintenance on site or at 
the manufacturer’s plant.

SIL (Safety Integrity Level)

SIL is defined as a relative level of risk-reduction provided by a 
safety function or to specify a target level of risk reduction. The 
SIL requirements for hardware safety integrity are based on a 
probabilistic analysis of the device. To achieve a given SIL, the 
device must have less than the specified probability of dangerous 
failure and have greater than the specified safe failure fraction. 
These failure probabilities are calculated by performing a Failure 
Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA). The actual targets required 
vary depending on the likelihood of a demand, the complexity 
of the device(s) and types of redundancy used. Four SIL levels 
are defined, with SIL4 being the most dependable and SIL1 
being the least. IEC 61508 and IEC 61511 standards define the 
functional safety requirements for the process industry.

SILICONE RUBBER

Silicon-oxygen backbone elastomer with excellent high 
temperature and low temperature properties.

SLAB GATE

A valve gate having flat finely finished parallel faces, as opposed 
to a wedge gate. Such a closure element slides across the 
seats and does not depend on stem force (mechanical seal) to 
achieve tight shut-off.
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SLAM RETARDER

A device designed to prevent the clapper of a check valve from 
slamming as it closes upon flow reversal. Hydraulic damping 
cylinders, rotary vanes and torsion springs are all used for 
this purpose.

SLURRY SERVICE

An application involving a slurry fluid. Coal slurry consisting of 
about equal parts of coal and water is transported by pipeline 
from coal mines to power plants where the coal is de-watered 
and burnt.

SMAW (Shielded Metal Arc Welding)

A manual arc welding process that uses a consumable electrode 
coated in flux to lay the weld. An electric current in the form of 
either alternating current or direct current from a welding power 
supply is used to form an electric arc between the electrode 
and the metals to be joined. As the weld is laid, the flux coating 
of the electrode disintegrates giving off vapors that serve as a 
shielding gas and providing a layer of slag both of which protect 
the weld area from atmospheric contamination. Because of the 
versatility of the process and the simplicity of its equipment and 
operation, the shielded metal arc welding is one of the world’s 
most popular welding processes.

SNG (Synthetic Natural Gas)

A substitute natural gas made from the by-products of chemical 
plants and refineries.

SOCKET END

An end connection in which a pipe or tube is inserted into a 
counterbored hole and then brazed or fillet-welded.

Bend with socket
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SOFT-SEATED VALVE

This term has been cited in this valve handbook under “SEAT”. 
A picture of a soft seat arrangement has also been included.

SOHIC (Stress-Oriented Hydrogen-Induced Cracking)

Staggered small cracks formed approximately perpendicular 
to the principal stress (residual and/or applied) resulting in a 
“ladder-like” crack array linking pre-existing HIC cracks.

SOUR GAS

Natural gas containing significant amounts of hydrogen sulfide 
(H2S). The presence of hydrogen sulfide can result in a number 
of mechanisms of cracking of metallic materials such as stress 
cracking (SSC), stress corrosion cracking (SCC), hydrogen-
induced cracking (HIC), stepwise cracking (SWC), stress-oriented 
hydrogen-induced cracking (SOHIC), soft zone cracking (SZC) 
etc. NACE MR0175 / ISO 15156 presents requirements and 
recommendations for material qualification and selection of 
metallic materials for service in equipment used in oil and 
gas production and in natural gas sweetening plants in H2S-
containing environments.

SOUR SERVICE

Exposure to oilfield environments that contain H2S and can 
cause cracking of materials by the mechanism specifically 
addressed by NACE MR0175 / ISO 15156.

SPALLING

The separation of macroscopic particles from a surface in the 
form of flakes or chips, but also resulting from impacts events.

SPECIFIC GRAVlTY

The ratio of the weight of a given volume of fluid to the weight of 
an equal volume of water (if the fluid is a liquid) or to the weight 
of an equal volume of air (if the fluid is a gas).

SPECIFIC HEATS RATIO

It is the ratio between gas specific heat in constant pressure 
process and specific heat in constant volume process.
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SPIRAL WOUND GASKET (SPWD)

Identifies a flat gasket used between two RF flanges (without 
ring grooves). SPWD gaskets contain a spiral wound metallic 
filler for reinforcement.

SPOOL PIECE
See Adapter Spool.

SPUR GEAR

The simplest type of gear. In a gear set, the input spur gear and 
output spur gear are aligned on parallel shafts. An idle gear may 
be used so that the direction of rotation on the two shafts is in 
the same direction.

SQUEEZE

Compression of an O-ring’s cross-section between mating surfaces, 
noted as both a decimal measurement (in inches and/or millimeters) 
and as a percentage of the original cross-section (width). Radial 
compression occurs on the outside diameter (OD) and inside diameter 
(ID). Axial compression occurs on the top and bottom surfaces.

SSC (Sulphide Stress Cracking)

It is a form of hydrogen induced cracking (HIC) and involves 
embrittlement of the metal by atomic hydrogen that is produced 
by acid corrosion on the metal surface when exposed to water 
and hydrogen sulfide. The atomic hydrogen can diffuse into the 
metal, reduce ductility and increase susceptibility to cracking. 
High strength metallic materials and hard weld zones are prone 
to SSC. NACE MR0103 specifically defines materials requirements 
for resistance to SSC in sour refinery process environments, i.e. 
environments that contain wet hydrogen sulfide.

SSIV (Sub-Sea Isolation Valve)

A valve used underwater generally in a manifold that will close 
and isolate a pipeline or process in an emergency.

SSV (Surface-Safety Valve)

Automatic wellhead valve assembly which closes upon loss of 
power supply.
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STEM

A rod or shaft used to transmit motion from an operator to the 
closure element of a valve.

STEM EXTENSION ASSEMBLY

Assembly consisting of the stem extension and the stem 
extension housing.

STEM INDICATOR

A position indicating rod supplied with gate valves. It extends 
from the top of the valve stem and serves to indicate the relative 
position of the gate. Also termed VPI.

STEM NUT
A one or two-piece nut which engages the stem threads of a 
valve and transmits torque from an operator to the valve stem.

STOP COLLAR

The collar on a ball valve which restricts the ball to quarter 
rotation from the fully open to the fully closed position. 
See Key Stop.

 

Stop Collar

Stem indicator (VPI)

Valve
Stem
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STOPPLE (Stop-Off)

A procedure used in the repair of a pipeline to isolate a section 
of line in the absence of a shut-off valve. After welding a 
flanged saddle to the pipe, the line is “hot tapped” and an 
expanding resilient plug is inserted into the pipe bore. When 
repair is completed, the plug is withdrawn and a valve installed 
on the saddle flange is closed.

STRAIN GAUGE

A device used to measure deformation (strain) of an object. 
The most common type consists of a metallic foil pattern 
attached to the object by a suitable means. As the object is 
deformed, the foil deforms causing its electrical resistance to 
change. Strain is thus measured by relating it to the change of 
electrical resistance.

STRESS

Defined as force per unit area, stress is a measure of the 
intensity of internal forces acting within a body.

STRETCH

Measured as a percentage increase in the inside diameter (ID) 
of an O-ring, stretch results in a reduction and flattening of the 
seal’s cross-section. There are two types of stretch; installation 
stretch (as the seal is being placed in the groove) and assembly 
stretch (once the seal is seated).

STUD

A bolt threaded on both ends used in bolting together two 
members, one of which often has blind tapped bolt holes.

 Stud-Bolts
 Joining Two
 Flanges

 Blind Tapped Hole
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STUDDED-FLANGE CONNECTION

Flanged end or outlet connection in which thread-anchored studs 
screwed into tapped holes replace the holes for bolt studs.

STUFFING BOX

The annular chamber provided around a valve stem in a sealing 
system into which deformable packing is introduced. See 
Packing Gland.

SUPPORT RIBS or LEGS

Metal structure which provides a stable footing when the valve 
is set on a fixed base.

SURFACE FINISH

Average value of exterior roughness often expressed in 
microinches i.e RMS (Root Mean Square) or Ra (Roughness 
Arithmetic Average).

SURGE

To rise suddenly to an excessive or abnormal value or a 
transient sudden rise of pressure in a pipeline. Pipeline surges 
can be positive or negative and are caused most frequently by 
the sudden closure of a block valve or emergency shutdown of 
a pump. Surge pressures in excess of the rated capacity of a 
pipeline can cause ruptures of the piping system.

SURGE RELIEVER

A valve designed to relieve pressure surges in liquid pipelines 
thus preventing line rupture due to transient pressures exceeding 
design limits of the pipe.

SURVIVAL TEMPERATURE

A media temperature that the valve is only required to survive 
in typically for a duration of time. The valve is not meant to 
be operated at this temperature. It is meant to survive at this 
temperature in either the open or closed position.
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SWAGE

A tool for bending or forming cold metal to a required shape.

SWC (Stepwise Cracking)

Cracking that connects hydrogen-induced cracks on adjacent 
planes in a steel.

SWEET GAS

Natural gas that does not contain hydrogen sulfide (H2S) or 
significant quantities of carbon dioxide (CO2).

SWELL

Volumetric increase of an elastomeric material when in contact 
with a fluid.

SWING CHECK VALVE

A check valve in which the closure element is a hinged 
clapper which swings or rotates about a supporting shaft. See 
Check Valve.

SZC (Soft Zone Cracking)

Form of SSC that may occur when a steel contains a local “soft 
zone” of low yield strength material.

TEE PIECE

A pipe or tubing fitting with a side outlet at right angles. 
Resembles a T.
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TENSILE STRENGTH

The maximum amount of tensile stress (ultimate strength) that 
a material can withstand before failure or rupture occurs. It is 
the maximum stress developed in a material in a Tensile Test.

TENSILE TEST

A test performed on a specially machined specimen taken 
from material in its delivered condition to determine physical 
properties e.g. yield strength, ultimate strength and percent 
elongation.

TENSION TEST

Same as Tensile Test.

TEST CERTIFICATES

Documents provided by a manufacturer certifying that required 
tests were performed.

THERMAL RELIEF VALVE

For relieving pressure in vessels/tubing due to temperature 
changes.

THROTTLING

The intentional restriction of flow by partially closing or opening 
a valve. A wide range of throttling is accomplished automatically 
in regulators and control valves.

THROUGH-CONDUIT

An expression characterizing valves when in the open position 
wherein the bore presents a smooth uninterrupted interior 
surface across seat rings and through the valve port thus 
affording minimum pressure drop. There are no cavities or 
large gaps in the bore between seat rings and body closures 
or between seat rings and ball/gate. Consequently, there are no 
areas that can accumulate debris to impede pipeline cleaning 
equipment or restrict the valve’s motion.
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TOP-ENTRY BALL VALVE

A two-piece body valve, which is designed and constructed to 
allow for installation of the valve internal parts into the valve 
body, with the valve installed into a pipeline. By removing the 
bonnet, all the valve parts can be removed and re-installed with 
the use of special tooling. It is specifically designed for in-line 
maintenance activities.

TORQUE

The turning effort required to operate a valve. Usually expressed 
in pound∙feet or N∙m and referred to the stem nut handwheel or 
operator pinion shaft.

TORQUE SWITCH

An electrical device on a motor operator which cuts off power to 
the operator when allowable torque is exceeded, thus preventing 
damage to the valve and/or the operator.

TORSION SPRING

A coiled spring which exerts a force by twisting about its axis 
rather than by compression or elongation.

TRANSITION PIECE

A length of pipe that is welded to a valve hub or closure. 
Generally provided by the customer, it serves as a transition 
from the customer’s piping to the valve to compensate for 
differences in material or size.
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TRANSMISSION LINE

A main pipeline transporting oil or gas from wells or storage 
fields to refineries, loading docks or distribution companies.

TRAVEL

It is the displacement of the closure member from the closed 
position. For a rotary control valve is the angle between the 
closed and the actual position. The fully open position is identified 
as rated travel.

TRIM

Those parts (and their materials) of a valve assembly excluding 
the valve body, bonnet assembly, which are exposed and in 
contact with the line medium. Usually consisting of, but not 
limited to the seat rings, valve ball obturator and stem.

TRIPLE ECCENTRIC (Butterfly Valves)

A particular design of a butterfly valve where the stem is 
located behind the disc below the centerline of the disc and its 
cone axis is offset from the centerline of the disc. This particular 
design is capable of a very tight shut-off at temperatures well 
above 1000°F (530°C).

TRUNNION

That part of a ball valve which holds the ball on a fixed vertical 
axis and about which the ball turns. The torque requirement of 
a trunnion-mounted ball valve is significantly less than that for 
a floating ball design.

Trunnion
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TURBULENT FLOW

The random flow of a fluid in which the velocity at a certain 
point in the fluid varies irregularly.

TURNDOWN

A term used to describe the ratio between the minimum and 
maximum flow conditions seen in a particular system. This term 
is sometimes incorrectly applied to valves. See Rangeability

TURNS TO OPERATE

The number of complete revolutions of a handwheel or the 
pinion shaft of a gear operator required to stroke a valve from 
fully open to fully closed or vice versa.

TWIN BALL VALVE (DB&B VALVE)

A valve tha consist of two main in-line isolation valves and bleed 
valve, used to drain or vent trapped fluid between the two obturators.
This design guarantees great reliability of the system toghether 
with remarkable space and weight saving.

ULTRASONIC TEST

A non-destructive inspection procedure using high frequency 
sound waves to detect voids and imperfections throughout 
the thickness of metal parts. Techniques and procedures are 
covered in ASME V, Art. 4, Art. 5, and ASTM A388, A435 
and A577.

UNIDIRECTIONAL VALVE

Valve designed for blocking the flow in one direction only.

UNION CONNECTION

A small 3-piece fitting used to join two lengths of pipe. A 
female piece is installed on each of the two pipe ends and the 
connection is mechanically sealed by an external nut.

VALVE

A device which controls or isolates the flow of a liquid or gas 
in a conduit or pipeline.
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VALVE SIZING

Size determination for a control valve for given process conditions 
shall be carried out in accordance with IEC standards where it 
is specified the prediction method of the achievable capacity for 
any size and style of control valve.

VAPOR PRESSURE

It is the pressure of a vapor in natural thermodynamic equilibrium 
with its condensed phase in a closed system. Vapor pressure 
varies with temperature.

VARIABLE ORIFICE

A small variable profile valve put in a flow line and used with a 
pilot to restrict the flow into the pilot and make the pilot more 
or less sensitive to changing conditions.

VDS (Valve Data Sheet)

A data sheet defining the minimum level of a valve design 
requirements including the materials, testing, inspection 
and certification.

VEE-PACK

See Chevron Packing.

VENA CONTRACTA

It is the portion of a flow stream where fluid velocity is at its 
maximum and fluid static pressure and the cross-sectional area 
are at their minimum. In a control valve, the vena contracta 
normally occurs just downstream of the actual physical restriction.

Vena Contracta
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VENT PLUG

A special pipe plug having a small allen-wrench operated vent 
valve. These special plugs are located at the bottom of most 
ball valves. With the line valve closed (and under pressure) the 
body cavity pressure can be vented through this small valve to 
check tightness of seat seals or to make minor repairs. Having 
vented the body pressure the vent plug may be removed to 
blow out debris and foreign material or to flush the body cavity. 
On some gate valves the vent plug is installed on the bonnet 
for the sole purpose of venting the body. Such valves have 
separate drain valves. See Block and Bleed and Drain Plug.

VENTURI VALVE

A reduced bore valve having a bore smaller in diameter than the 
inlet or outlet. The flow through a venturi valve will be reduced 
because of the smaller port.

VICKERS HARDNESS TEST

A standard method for measuring the hardness of metals 
particularly those with extremely hard surfaces. The surface is 
subjected to a standard pressure for a standard length of time 
by means of a pyramid-shaped diamond. The diagonal of the 
resulting indention is measured under a microscope and the 
Vickers Hardness value read from a conversion table.

VISCOSITY

A measure of the internal friction of a fluid or the resistance of 
a fluid to flow. Two fluids of identical specific gravity may have 
quite different viscosities.

VISUAL EXAMINATION TEST (VT)

Examination of parts and equipment for visible defects in 
material and workmanship.

V-NOTCH IMPACT TEST

See Charpy Impact Test.
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VOLUMETRIC NDE

Examination for internal material defects by methods such as 
radiographic and/or ultrasonic testing.

VPI (Visible Position Indicator)

See Stem Indicator.

WALL THICKNESS

The thickness of the wall of a pressure vessel or of a pipe.

WATER HAMMER

The physical effect often accompanied by loud banging 
produced by pressure waves generated within the piping by 
rapid change of velocity in a liquid system.

WE (Weld End)

The end connection of a valve which is to be installed by 
welding into the line. To prepare the end bevel, it is necessary 
to know the wall thickness and specified minimum yield strength 
of the connecting pipe. See End Bevel.

WEAR

Damage to a solid surface generally involving progressive loss 
of material due to relative motion between that surface and a 
contacting substance or substances.

WEAR TEST

Verification of a component’s resistance under specific wear 
conditions.

Weld End
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WEATHER PROOF

Of a device that is protected against intrusion of water, sand, 
dust or other atmospheric contamination.

WEDGE GATE VALUE

A gate whose seating surfaces are inclined to the direction of 
closing thrust so that mechanical force on the stem produces tight 
contact with the inclined seat rings. Manufactured to API 600.

WELD END

See WE and End Bevel.

WELD-NECK FLANGE

A flanged piping element with a weld-neck used in pipeline 
construction to provide a companion flange for installation of 
flanged valves. Also used to convert weld end valves to flanged 
valves or vice versa.

WELD REDUCERS

A reducing fitting used on weld end piping components to adapt 
from a large sized pipe to a smaller diameter pipe or vice versa.

WO (Wrench Operated)

The operation of a valve by means of a handle or lever. Used 
on smaller size and lower pressure class valves.

WOG (Water Oil Gas)

Used in connection with a pressure rating. 100 WOG indicates 
that the rated pressure is 100 psi in water, oil or gas service at 
normal ambient temperatures.
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WORM GEARS

Gears used to transmit motion or power between right angle shafts 
when a high-ratio reduction is necessary. The worm is the small 
gear which drives the larger ring gear. Worm threads resemble 
screw threads and are available in various leads and pitches.
See BGO (Bevel Gear Operated)

WP (Working Pressure)

The pressure at which a valve is designed to operate. Same as 
operating pressure rating.

WROUGHT PRODUCTS

Products shaped by means of forging or hot isostatic pressing.

X-RAY

See RT (Radiographic Test).

YIELD STRENGTH

The limiting stress beyond which a material will sustain 
permanent deformation. Up to the yield strength the material will 
spring back to its original dimension when the applied stress is 
removed. Once the yield point is passed, some amount of the 
deformation will be irreversible.

YOKE

That part of a gate valve which serves as a spacer between the 
bonnet and the operator or actuator.

YOUNG’S MODULUS

In solid mechanics, Young’s Modulus is a measure of stiffness. 
It is also known as modulus of elasticity, elastic modulus or 
tensile modulus (the bulk modulus and shear modulus are 
different types of elastic modulus). It is defined as the ratio, for 
small strains, of the rate of change of stress with strain. This 
can be experimentally determind from the slope of a stress-
strain curve created during tensiles test conducted on a sample 
of the material.

W
 / X

 / Y
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SECTION 2 :  ACTUATOR & CONTROL SYSTEMS 
TERMS & DEFINITIONS

AC (Alternating Current)

Unit of measurement Hz. (cycles per second).

ACCUMMULATOR

A vessel in which a gas is enclosed and compressed by the 
liquid in a hydraulic system, thus storing energy to supply liquid 
under pressure to the system when needed. Types available are 
bladder, piston and diaphragm.

ACTUATOR

A device attached to a valve to provide the operation. Motion 
energy can be pneumatic, hydraulic, electric or manual or a 
combination. Types include:

• Spring Return - Pneumatic or hydraulic
• Double Acting - Pneumatic or hydraulic
• Direct Gas - Double acting or spring return
• Gas/Hydraulic - Double acting or spring return
• Positioning/Modulating - Double acting or spring return

All the above can be fitted to quarter turn or linear acting valves.

ADAPTION

A term used to describe the interface between the valve and 
the valve actuator when the actuator device cannot be directly 
bolted to the valve top-work flange. Can be a simple plate or a 
fabricated pedestal.

AIR RECEIVER

A container (vessel) in which gas is stored under pressure as a 
source of pneumatic fluid power.

ANALOGUE

Representation by means of a continuously variable physical 
quantity. Typical analogue control or measured variable signal 
is 4…20mA.
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ATEX

The name given to the framework for controlling explosive 
atmospheres and the standards of equipment and protective 
systems used in them. It is based on the requirements of 
European Directives 99/92/EC and 94/9/EC.

BARRIER

A separating device to insulate or isolate electrical circuits. Also 
the separating device in gas/hydraulic systems.

BEACON INDICATOR

A highly visible device to show open/closed valve status, usually 
incorporates limit switches.

BOLT CIRCLE

The dimension of a circle of tapped or through holes on a 
valve top flange or actuator mounting plate for securing the 
two devices.

BOOSTER

A device to increase air pressure and volume usually between a 
low volume pilot supply and a large actuator cylinder.

BREATHER

Permits air movement between atmosphere and the component 
in which it is fitted.

CHAINWHEEL

A chain operated wheel attached to a manual actuator with 
a closed loop of chain to enable the operation of an 
overhead valve.

COIL

Insulated wire is wound onto a spool through which electric 
current is passed to create a magnetic field – see Solenoid.
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COMPRESSOR

A device which converts mechanical power or force to pneumatic 
fluid power.

CYCLE TIME

The time to actuate a valve from open to close. Time normally 
specified by the required process conditions and can be 
adjustable.

CYLINDER

The motive force for a pneumatic or hydraulic actuator is 
generated by a plunger or piston being pressurized inside a 
cylindrical housing.

DATA HIGHWAY

A single-cable link which provides communication between 
control stations which are physically separated.

DEADBAND

The amount of power supply of an actuator can be varied 
without initiating valve obturator motion. The area of a signal 
range or band where no action occurs. The technical term for 
deadband is hysteresis.

DETENT

A spring-return device which maintains the position of the spool 
of a directional control valve in position.

DIGITAL

Data represented by a series of digits. Many functions/values 
can be transmitted over a single pair of cables.

DIRECT CURRENT (DC)

Electricity which flows in one direction as produced by a battery.

DISPLACEMENT

The amount of fluid transferred during a single operation of an 
actuator cylinder.
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DISTRIBUTED CONTROL SYSTEM (DCS)

Central process control system distributed among two or more 
process control units coupled by a high speed communications 
network. Remote field devices such as valve actuators are 
connected to one of the process control units.

DOUBLE ACTING

An actuator which requires power in both operating directions 
i.e. no spring.

ELECTRIC ACTUATOR

An electromechanical device that uses an electric motor to drive 
through a gearbox to an output shaft which is connected to 
a valve stem.

ELECTROHYDRAULIC ACTUATOR

A hydraulic actuator powered from an integrally mounted 
hydraulic power unit requiring only an electrical supply and 
control signal.

EMC (Electro Magnetic Compatibility)

Electro Magnetic Compatibility is the ability of an equipment 
or system to function satisfactorily in an electromagnetic 
environment without introducing intolerable electromagnetic 
disturbances to anything in that environment (IEC definition).

EMO (Electric Motor Operated)

The actuation of a valve by electric motor.
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ENCLOSURES

Housings for control equipment to provide protection appropriate to the 
environment in which the equipment is to be used. They are normally 
designed to meet the requirements of I.E.C. and/or N.E.M.A. who 
designates the degree of protection according to published definitions.

END STOPS

Mechanical device to limit the open and closed position of 
the actuator.

ENP (Electroless Nickel Plating)

Surface treatment of metal to protect against corrosion.

FAIL ACTION

A term used to describe the desired failure position of a control valve. 
It could be fail-closed, fail-open, or fail-in-place. With a spring-return 
actuator fail-in-place action usually requires the use of a lock-up valve.

FEEDBACK

The process of transferring data from the output of a system to 
the input typically for valve position monitoring.

FIELDBUS

A digital, serial, two-way communications system that interconnects 
measurement and control devices such as sensors, actuators and 
controllers. Additional intelligence can be embedded in field devices 
which can allow calibration and diagnostics and decentralised control.

FILTER

A device incorporated into a system to remove contaminants 
from the fluid.

FLOW CONTROL VALVE

See Speed Control Valve.

FLUSHING

A procedure for hydraulic systems of cleaning the fluid to a 
predetermined standard. NAS (National Aeronautical Standard) 1638 
is typically used, with NAS 6 being the most common requirement.
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FRAME

The centre enclosure of the actuator housing the Scotch 
Yoke Mechanism.

FRANGIBLE BULB

A liquid filled glass device for detecting high temperature. At a 
predetermined temperature the bulb fractures causing the control 
valve to change state and signal the actuator to close the valve.

FUSIBLE DEVICE

See Frangible Bulb.

GAS OVER OIL ACTUATOR

For pipelines where high pressure gas is used to displace 
hydraulic fluid into the actuator.

HAMMER-BLOW

In electric actuators, it is a lost motion mechanism to allow 
a motor to reach full speed before engaging the gear drive. 
Provides a higher efficiency for overcoming valve break 
torque, but it does not produce more torque than the nominal 
actuator rating.

HAND PUMP

See Override.

HANDWHEEL RIM PULL

The manual effort (force) required on the rim of a handwheel to 
open or close the valve. Normally expressed in Newton.
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HART COMMUNICATION

A bi-directional industrial field communication protocol used 
to communicate between intelligent field instruments and host 
systems.

HAZARDOUS AREAS

Locations where hazardous materials, sufficient in quantity to 
create an explosion, will require electrical equipment to have 
special protection to prevent causing an explosion.

HEAD

The vertical distance between two levels in a liquid.

HELICAL GEARS

Cylindrical in form with the teeth having a constant section and 
cut along a helix on the pitch diameter.

HERMETICALLY SEALED

Constructed such that there is zero ingress against entry of air 
or other gasses, moisture or dust.

HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR

A device that converts hydraulic pressure into motion via a 
pressurized piston within a cylinder. This linear movement is 
converted into rotary movement for quarter turn valves by a 
scotch yoke mechanism.

HYDRAULIC MOTOR ACTUATOR (OPERATOR)

A device by which rotation of an hydraulically powered motor is 
converted into mechanical motion.
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HYDRAULIC POWER UNIT (HPU)

A device to create kinetic energy within a hydraulic system. 
Usually comprises a motor (Electric/Air/Engine powered) a 
storage tank, filters, regulators, directional valves, gauges etc. to 
power one or multiple valve actuators.

INTENSIFIER

A device which converts low pressure fluid power into a higher 
pressure. See Booster.

INTERLOCK

A mechanism which prevents the operation of a device until 
certain conditions have been satisfied. Normally electrical or 
mechanical safety devices.

INTRINSICALLY SAFE CIRCUIT

A circuit in which any thermal effect or spark is not capable of 
causing ignition of flammable gas or material.

INVERTER

A device which converts DC voltage to AC voltage.

IP (Ingress Protection)

The degree of protection an enclosure provides.

ISA

Instrument Society of America.

JOG (Inch)

A function that provides momentary operation of an actuator to 
achieve a small movement of the valve.

K-MASSTM

An epoxy-based intumescent coating to provide fire protection. 
Works by endothermic reaction rather than insulation.
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LIMIT SWITCH

Switches which are actuated at preset values by the movement 
of the valve. Normally fully open or closed positions, but can be 
set at intermediate points of travel. Types include mechanical, 
magnetic (reed) and proximity.

LINE-BREAK SYSTEM

A system incorporating a pressure transmitter to sense the rate 
of pressure drop in a pipeline. When the rate of pressure drop 
falls outside a preset value, the control system will close the 
valve. Can be electrical or mechanical.

LINEAR ACTUATOR

A linear actuator is a device that develops force and motion, 
from an available energy source, in a linear manner, as opposed 
to rotationally like an electric motor.

LUBRICATOR

A device that adds controlled amounts of lubricant to a fluid 
power system.

LVDT (Linear Variable Differential Transformer)

A device used in modulating service to provide position feedback 
of the valve position. Provides an electrical output proportional 
to valve position.

MANUAL OVERRIDE

See Override.

M.A.S.T. (Maximum Allowable Stem Torque)

A torque value published by the valve manufacturer of the 
maximum torque that may be applied to a valve stem before 
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permanent deformation may occur. The actuator maximum 
torque must not exceed this figure.

MODULATING

A term for describing the method of controlling flow through a 
valve by varying the pressure drop across it.

MOTOR

A device which converts electric, pneumatic or fluid power into 
mechanical force and motion, normally a rotating shaft output.

NEC

An American consensus standard for the installation of electrical 
systems.

NEMA
National Electrical Manufacturers Standard – American.

NPT

National Pipe Thread Standard for tapered threads – American.

OVERRIDE

A manual mechanical or hydraulic device fitted to an actuator for 
operating the valve when the normal motive power is not available.

PART TURN

An actuator which delivers torque for rotation of less than one 
revolution to the valve. Typically ball, butterfly and plug valves.

PARTIAL TEST

A manual or automatic procedure to partially close a valve to 
prove operation integrity without affecting the process.

PED

The European Pressure Equipment Directive (PED) 97/23/EC came 
into force on 29 November 1999. All items of pressure equipment 
placed on the market in the European Economic Area (EEA) after 
May 2002, must comply with the Directive and have evidence of 
compliance by carrying the CE marking as applicable.
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PERIODIC RATING

The alternate on-off periods of operation of an actuator (electric) 
as specified in the rating.

PHASE PROTECTION

The device which prevents operation of an electric actuator 
motor if the 3 phases are not connected in the correct rotation.

PILOT VALVE

A device in which energy from a control system is amplified by 
energy from another source to power the actuator.

PISTON

The device used for converting fluid power to mechanical 
energy within a cylinder.

POLARITY
An electrical term which determines the direction of current flow 
in an electrical circuit.

POSITION TRANSMITTER
A device for giving a continuous electrical output of valve 
position. Can be analogue or digital format.

POSITIONAL CONTROL

Using the actuator to modulate the valve.

POSITIONER

A device which receives a pneumatic or electrical command 
signal and compares it to the actual valve stem position and 
converts any difference into a signal to the actuator to adjust 
the valve position.
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POTENTIOMETER

The principle of its operation is that a voltage gradient is 
generated across a resistive element which has a variable pick-
off point connected to the valve stem. As the stem moves, 
the voltage changes across the potentiometer to provide an 
electrical output of the valve position.

POWER SUPPLY

The device which provides power to a control system or 
component.

PROTOCOL

A definition of the rules by which master and slave units 
communicate with each other.

PROXIMITY SENSOR

A device that detects the presence of a target by it disturbing 
the associated magnetic field. Used as a limit switch and 
suitable for intrinsically safe circuits.

QEV

A Quick Exhaust Valve is a one-way valve connected directly to 
the actuator cylinder. Having a large exhaust port, it allows fast 
dumping of air from the cylinder.

RELIABILITY

The probability that a device will operate correctly over a 
specified period or amount of usage.

REPEATABILITY

The closeness of the band of measurements of repeated 
measurements of the same variable under the same operating 
conditions.
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RESERVOIR

In hydraulic systems, it is the storage tank for unpressurised 
fluid from which the pump draws its supply. It is also the vessel 
to which the return lines are connected.

RESPONSE TIME

The time between an instruction to proceed with an action to 
the completion of the task.

SAFETY FACTOR

Is a factor applied to the nominal operating torque or thrust 
given by the valve manufacturer. Can be between 1.2 and 2.0 
depending on application.

SCOTCH YOKE

The mechanism within a quarter turn actuator for converting linear 
movement to 90 deg rotary output. Several yoke configurations 
(cants) allow selection of the actuator output torque to best suit 
the valve torque characteristic.

SCRAGGING

The process of operating a new spring several times prior 
to installation into a spring can. Assures optimum spring 
performance from first operation of the actuator.

SIDE-MOUNTED HANDWHEEL

Handwheel operators and electric actuators can be side mounted 
on a valve and driven through a bevel gearbox to allow easier 
operator access.
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SILENCER

A device to reduce the gas flow noise by tuned resonant control 
of gas expansion.

SIMPLE APPARATUS

Passive or defined low energy devices generating less than 
1.5V, 100mA, 25mW.

SINGLE-ACTING ACTUATOR

See Spring-Return Actuator.

SIZING PRESSURE

The pressure stated as the fluid pressure available to size the 
actuator to operate the valve.

SMART ACTUATOR

An actuator or positioner which includes a microprocessor 
for communicating with a central control system and to make 
local control decisions, distributing part of the control function 
normally performed in the central DCS.

SOLENOID

A device that turns an electrical signal sent to a coil into a 
mechanical movement inside the valve, thus allowing it to control 
the flow of liquid and gases. It is often used in the control piping 
of powered hydraulic or pneumatic cylinder operators.
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SPEED CONTROL VALVE

A 2-port valve, usually a needle valve, for restricting the flow 
into or out of an actuator to adjust the operating time.

SPRING CANISTER

The welded enclosure containing the compressed spring.

SPRING-RETURN ACTUATOR

An actuator which requires power in one direction with a spring 
operating in the other direction. See Actuator.

STICTION

A combination of friction and adhesion (sticking) that must be 
overcome to move a device from rest.

THRUST

A force transmitted by an actuator to a valve through the valve 
stem expressed in Newton or Pounds.

THRUST EXPRESSIONS

STO Start-To-Open -  Thrust required to move the valve 
from closed

ETO End-To-Open -  Thrust required to fully open
  the valve
STC Start-To-Close -  Thrust required to move the valve 

from open
ETC End-To-Close -  Thrust required to fully close
  the valve

Note :  Always check whether the valve is standard acting or 
reverse acting.
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TORQUE EXPRESSIONS

BTO Break-To-Open -  Torque required to move the valve 
from closed

RTO Run-To-Open - Torque required to travel
ETO End-To-Open -  Torque required to fully open
  the valve
BTC Break-To-Close -  Torque required to start to move 

from open
RTC Run-To-Close - Torque required to travel
ETC End-To-Close - Torque required to close the valve

TORQUE OUTPUT

The torque output of an actuator normally expressed in Nm or 
foot/lbs.

TRAVEL STOPS

See End Stops.

VOTING SYSTEMS

Applied to high integrity control systems where a valve closure 
requires more than one command signal to operate. Typically 2 
out of 3 to alleviate a single component failure.

T
 / V
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SECTION 3 : COMMERCIAL TERMS

ADVANCE PAYMENT BOND (or GUARANTEE)

Guarantee furnished by a bank that in the event of non-
performance of an agreement, it will reimburse the customer 
for the amount paid.

BACK-TO-BACK DOCUMENTARY CREDIT

Documentary credit which is granted to another beneficiary on 
the basis of an existing, non-transferrable documentary credit 
(prime/master/original letter of credit). Back-to-back credits are 
commonly used by middlemen when the original credit cannot 
be transferred and/or the terms of the two credits are not the 
same. Also termed Counter Credit or Back-To-Back Credit.

BANK GUARANTEE

Irrevocable commitment of a bank to make payment if the 
seller fails to supply specific goods or services. Main types of 
bank guarantee are: Bid Bond, Performance Bond, Advance 
Payment Bond, Payment Guarantee and Credit Guarantee.

BID BOND

A surety bond filed by contractors, guaranteeing that in the 
event a bid is accepted, the successful contractor will sign the 
contract and furnish a Performance Bond.

BILL OF LADING

A document evidencing the receipt of goods for shipment and 
issued by a freight carrier engaged in the business of forwarding 
or transporting goods. The documents evidence control of 
goods. They also serve as a receipt for the merchandise 
shipped and as evidence of the carrier’s obligation to transport 
the goods to their proper destination.
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CFR (Cost And Freight)
(… named port of destination)

A trade term requiring the seller to deliver when the goods pass 
the ship’s rail in the port of shipment. The seller must pay the 
costs and freight necessary to bring the goods to the named 
port of destination but the risk of loss or damage to the goods, 
as well as any additional costs due to events occurring after the 
time of delivery, are transferred from the seller to the buyer. The 
CFR term requires the seller to clear the goods for export. It can 
be used only for sea or inland waterway transport. If the parties 
do not intend to deliver the goods across ship’s rail, the CPT 
term should be used.

CIF - Cost Insurance and Freight
(… named port of destination)

The seller delivers when the goods pass the ship’s rail in the 
port of shipment. The seller must pay the costs and freight 
necessary to bring the goods to the named port of destination, 
but the risk of loss of or damage to the goods, as well as 
any additional costs due to events occurring after the time of 
delivery, are transferred from the seller to the buyer. The seller 
also has to procure marine insurance against the buyer’s risk of 
loss of or damage to the goods during the carriage. The seller is 
responsible for the clearance of the goods for export. This term 
can be used only for sea and inland waterway transport. If the 
parties do not intend to deliver the goods across the ship’s rail, 
the CIP term should be used.

CIP – Carriage and Insurance Paid
(… named place of destination)

The seller delivers the goods to the carrier nominated by him but 
the seller must in addition pay the cost of carriage necessary to 
bring the goods to the named destination. This means that the 
buyer bears all risks and any additional costs occurring after the 
goods have been so delivered. The seller also has to insurance 
against the buyer’s risk of loss of or damage to the goods during 
the carriage. Seller is responsible for the clearance of the goods 
for export. It may be used irrespective of the mode of transport 
including multimodal transport.
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CPT – Carriage Paid To (… named place of destination)

The seller delivers the goods to the carrier nominated by him, 
but the seller must in addition pay cost of carriage necessary to 
bring the goods to the named destination. The buyer bears all 
risks and any other costs occurring after the goods have been 
so delivered. It actually requires the seller to clear the goods 
for export. It may be used irrespective of the mode of transport 
including multimodal transport.

CREDIT GUARANTEE

A guarantee to secure the lender’s claim on the borrower in the 
event of the loan not being repaid as stipulated in the Agreement.

DDP – Delivered Duty Paid (… named place of destination)

A trade term requiring the seller to deliver the goods to the 
buyer, cleared for import and not unloaded from any arriving 
means of transport at the name place of destination. The seller 
has to bear all the costs and risks involved in bringing the goods 
thereto including, where applicable, any duty for import in the 
country of destination. Whilst EXW term represents the minimum 
obligation for the seller, DDP represents the maximum obligation.

DDU - Delivered Duty Unpaid
(… named place of destination)

The seller delivers the goods to the buyer, not cleared for 
import and not unloaded from any arriving means of transport 
at the named place of destination. The seller has to bear all the 
costs and risks involved in bringing the goods thereto, other 
than, where applicable, any duty for import in the country of 
destination. Such duty has to be borne by the buyer as well as 
any costs and risks caused by his failure to clear the goods for 
import in time.

EXPORT PACKING

Special packing and crating that is required for export shipping. 
Includes sealing against a salt atmosphere (sea air).
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EXW – Ex Works (… named place)

A trade term requiring the seller to deliver when he places the 
goods at the disposal of the buyer at the seller’s premises or 
another named place not cleared for export and not loaded 
on any collecting vehicle. If the parties wish the seller to be 
responsible for the loading of the goods on departure and to 
bear the risks and all the costs of such loading, this should 
be made clear by adding explicit wording to this effect in the 
contract of sale.

FAS - Free Alongside Ship (… named port of shipment)

A trade term which means that the seller delivers when goods 
are placed alongside the vessel at the named port of shipment. 
This means that the buyer has to bear all costs and risks of loss 
or damage to the goods from that moment.

FCA – Free Carrier (… named place)

A trade term with the meaning that the seller delivers the goods, 
cleared for export, to the carrier nominated by the buyer at the 
named place. If delivery occurs at the seller’s premises, the seller 
is responsible for loading. If delivery occurs at any other place, 
the seller is not responsible for unloading. If the buyer nominates 
a person other than a carrier to receive the goods, the seller is 
deemed to have fulfilled his obligation to deliver the goods when 
they are delivered to that person.

FOB (Free On Board)

A trade term requiring the seller to deliver when the goods pass 
the ship’s rail at the named port of shipment. This means that 
the buyer has to bear all costs and risks of loss of or damage 
to the goods from that point. The FOB term requires the seller to 
clear the goods for export. This term can be used only for sea or 
inland waterway transport. If the parties do not intend to deliver 
goods across the ship’s rail, the FCA term should be used.
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INCOTERMS

Incoterms are standard trade definitions most commonly used 
in international sales contracts. Devised and published by the 
International Chamber of Commerce, they are at the heart of 
world trade.
www.iccwbo.org/incoterms

L/C (Letter Of Credit)

A payment term generally used for sales transactions. A binding 
document that a buyer can request from his bank in order to 
guarantee that the payment for goods will be transferred to the 
seller. Basically, a letter of credit gives the seller reassurance 
that he will receive the payment for the goods. In order for the 
payment to occur, the seller has to present the bank with the 
necessary shipping documents confirming the delivery of goods 
within a given time frame. It is often used in international trade 
to eliminate risks such as unfamiliarity with the foreign country, 
customs or political instability. The technical term of Letter of 
Credit is Documentary Credit.

PAYMENT GUARANTEE

A payment guarantee secures any claims by the seller on 
the buyer for payment of the contract price by the agreed 
date. Often used in the import-export business instead of a 
documentary credit where delivery is against “open account”. 
The guarantee amount is as a rule the contract price or a part 
thereof. The term mostly corresponds to the period allowed for 
payment e.g plus 15 days.

PERFORMANCE BOND

A bond, usually issued by a bank, guaranteeing specific 
monetary payment to a beneficiary if the purchaser or maker 
fails to perform or acts in violation of a contract. In the USA, a 
performance bond puts the issuer under obligation to render the 
performance himself.



SECTION 4: CONTROL VALVES SIZING

NORMATIVE REFERENCE

PROCESS DATA

The equations listed below identify the relationships between flow 
coefficients, installation factors and service conditions.
Flow coefficients are directly related to valve models and are 
defined by valve’s producer.
All the other info should be known to complete the sizing process.

The minimum required inputs are:

• installation data:
- upstream pipe diameter
- downstream pipe diameter
- downstream pipe thickness 
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IEC 60534-2-1, Industrial process control valves – Flow capacity -  
Sizing under installed conditions



• thermodynamic and chemical characteristics of the fluid:
- vapor pressure (incompressible flow)
- critical pressure (incompressible flow) 
- density 
- dynamic viscosity (incompressible flow )
- specific heats ratio (compressible flow) 
- molecular mass M (compressible flow)
- compressibility factor Z (compressible flow)  

• service conditions for each operating case:
- flow rate
- inlet pressure
- inlet temperature
- pressure drop across the valve 

• operational data:
- maximum accepted noise
- maximum allowable leakage of valve in closed position 
- maximum differential pressure of valve in closed position 
- stroking time 
- actuator fail actions
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Symbol Description Units 
Cv flow coefficient gpm
d nominal valve size mm
D1 internal diameter of inlet piping mm
D2 internal diameter of outlet piping mm
Fd valve style modifier -
FF liquid critical pressure ratio factor -
FL liquid pressure recovery factor without 

attached fittings
-

FLP FL for valve with attached fittings 
(FLP = FL for valves without reducers)

-

FP piping geometry factor 
(FP = 1 for valves without reducers)

-

FR Reynolds number factor -
Fγ specific heat ratio factor γ / 1.4 -
Kv flow coefficient m³/h
M molecular mass of the flowing fluid kg/kmol
pc critical pressure bar A
pv vapour pressure at inlet temperature bar A
pvc vena contracta pressure bar A

p1 inlet pressure bar A
p2 outlet pressure bar A
Δp pressure drop across the valve p1-p2 bar
Q volumetric flow rate @ standard 

conditions
m³/h

Qmax maximum volumetric flow rate in choked 
condition

m³/h

ReV valve Reynolds number -

SYMBOLS
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Symbol Description Units 
T1 inlet  temperature K
u average fluid velocity m/s
W mass flow rate kg/h
Wmax maximum mass flow rate in choked 

condition
kg/h

x ratio of pressure differential to inlet 
absolute pressure Δp/p1

-

xT pressure differential ratio factor in 
choked flow condition for a valve without 
attached fittings

-

xTP xT for valve with attached fittings 
(xTP = xT for valves without reducers)

-

Y expansion factor -
Z compressibility factor -
γ specific heat ratio Cp/Cv -
µ dynamic viscosity centipoises 

(10-3 Pa∙s)
ν kinematic viscosity µ/ρ1 centistokes 

(10-6 m²/s)

p1
upstream resistance coefficient 
0.5 [1-(d/D1)²]²

-

p2
downstream resistance coefficient   
1.0 [1-(d/D1)²]²

-

pB1
inlet Bernoulli coefficient    1-(d/D1)4 -

pB2
outlet Bernoulli coefficient  1-(d/D2)4 -

ρ0 densitiy of water at 15.5 °C kg/m³
ρ1 density of fluid at p1 and T1 kg/m³
ρr relative density (ρ1/ ρ0) -
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not applicable

Turbulent flow

Normal flow

Choked flow

Cavitation
or
Flashing

Laminar & transitional flow

(Flow regime is defined with an iterative calculation)

max

SIZING EQUATIONS FOR INCOMPRESSIBLE FLUIDS
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Turbulent flow Laminar & transitional flow

Normal flow

Choked flow

Laminar & transitional flow

(Flow regime is defined with an iterative calculation)

max

SIZING EQUATIONS FOR COMPRESSIBLE FLUIDS
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not applicable

(Flow regime is defined with an iterative calculation)

incompressible fluids

incompressible fluids
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v
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